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and recognition as we sort the grist from the chaff
and get the legal holdings secured. It makes it
RE: THANK YOU IN THE TOUGH TIMES: extremely difficult, however, to have to stop and
BUT TOUGH TIMES DON’T LAST—TOUGH attend home base distress while still having to plead
PEOPLE DO! INDIAN AFFAIRS (AS IN NATIVE for assistance in the wake of the damages thrust upon
A M E R I C A I N C L U S I V E O F A F O C U S O N us by former partners who were actually paid while
they thieved from under our very noses. You
CANADIAN AMERICAN NATIVES)
friends have sustained the project and we are now
THANK YOU
on the downhill slope, it appears, if we can just
keep right on marching down the path.
Hatonn—When we lost Margie to the team we grieved
We now can expect legal input from one who was
the sitting Supreme Court Chief Justice at the time we
that loss which seems such a short time ago, and was.
We now must honor Rex for his coming and came to Manila. The same person then moved to the
filling a need when we were needing help following highest-ranking position in the National Bank. We were
the theft of the paper and other problems which hit told, in fact, years ago that this person had actually sent
from those same participants which made, at the representatives to the U.S. to the Treasury Department
least, things difficult in picking up pieces and to investigate GAIA and the holdings. It was reported
moving on while continuing full-bore in the back that surely enough the response was a broad
Philippines to get the GAIA services up and running. smile without denial but also without acceptance.
Each day in the Philippines brings another step The response of the parties here was “Well, that
toward that goal realization with total security backing is the best news yet, for that indicates it is OK!”
Other political intrigues
took
place which changed the
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circumstances but right now it is again, without conflict
of interests, an opportunity to present the new
information and confirmations. Again, “everyone” knows
about Russell Herman but “nobody” will deal with any
V.K. Durham. The response is that she is a fraud and
unless there can be a “containment” of some kind, it will
be most difficult to realize successful use of this asset.
We have prepared well and taken time to
thoroughly contain, meet agreements and BACK
the assets with collateral as in gold placement.
This, however, requires more time to iron out wrinkles
and bumps. Part of that ironing is to give no further
information to such as V.K. Durham to send her poison
darts. And, we must do this in the midst of a WAR,
both against terrorists, within religious confrontations
and total political upheaval along with desperate economic
problems under total control of the IMF/WB IBC.
But YES, it CAN be done and we are doing it.
Meanwhile, back at CONTACT and the Farm, things
are difficult at best as people step in to take up slack as
Rex decided he needed for himself to “move on” and after
further considering input he maintained that position.
(Continued on page 2)
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I cannot imagine that Rex, however, would be
adverse to filling in gaps, showing what his tasks are
and how to accomplish them, give passwords and
banking information, etc. He said to us that he certainly
bore no animosity (his very word) and would train
anyone in what were his responsibilities.
Rex had long been quite unhappy in his
circumstances and after the loss of Margie, his
closest friend, it was no longer fulfilling to attend
the farm and associated problems.
Others have stepped in and I would guess that since
Rex is staying with a friend in Tehachapi until he leaves to
return north that he would assist in sorting or instructing.
Mark has also offered to do what he can to assist
with some of the routines, milling, etc., until it is turned
over while Bruce has offered to assume responsibility of
the Farm itself as to barns, storage, upkeep, etc. This
right now is overwhelming because of the mess which
has accumulated and a winter-over catch-up ahead.
And, no, there are no funds to hire anything done as all
are trying to make-do while having access to the place
for security of grain, etc., and storage and office space.
Since it is a Farm, although the land is residing again
with the landowner for his choice of use, the
buildings are still leased by “us” for these other
purposes but it remains expensive. However, all other
places for use are now gone and thus it is a time of
making do until we can top over this program.
It appears that little happens but what has been
accomplished in these three recent years is beyond
a miracle, friends, and as steps unfold even the
local spectators are beginning to look upwards to
where the help is coming forth. God smiles a lot
lately even if YOU might find it difficult.
Yes I know that you can’t find all that hope in the
Philippines if you have had experience with the attitudes and
dramas which make up the Philippines. But under it all, there
are the assets to make this program work and it can be done
here quite nicely in quiet security for all involved from bank
to fish farmer. And yes, we STAY OUT OF THE
POLITICAL INTRIGUES OF ANY “MOMENT”.
GOD is an equal opportunity employer and servant.
By the way, I have something else of which to
remind you: GOD DOES NOT SORT, my friends, YOU
SORT SELF. Moreover, God does not coerce anyone
to be other than as that person, individual, chooses to
be. HE will remind you every time of your prior
commitments and note the “changes” presented—BUT
HE WILL ALLOW YOU FULL FLEXIBILITY.
You will go and be wherever you choose, for that
IS THE WAY OF GOD. We are obligated to remind
you to check out your wishes, your choices and that
which you consider among your choices. EACH must
consider the value inherent in any choice and the
negative vs. positive aspects and certainly happiness is
a major consideration—but be sure you “know” what
you mean by “happiness”. That in itself is heavily
dependent on the impact of your choices ON OTHER
PEOPLE IN YOUR CIRCLE OF RECOGNITION.
By the way, sometimes you can’t see the trees for that
big forest. Anyone being in Bakersfield much or needing input
and assistance at the local area seem to forget the willing
hands and heart of “Lucy”. Erlinda and Betty might well have
quite a lot in common as to “jobs” with Lucy. Lucy, in fact,
was in the packing in preparation to move to Manila to
get this job done. We can’t use that kind of help and
the problems were massive in such consideration—but
she is a WORKER, friends, with willing hands and as
I said, heart. When there is a need and we ask, as in
equipment, etc., she is there with it in the next post.

Then yesterday the Shenks from Canada sent a
Christmas Care package of assembled clothes which are
ever so narrowly too small but they took care of the
problem by also sending a lot of candy to insure that
they would be MUCH too small, all things considered.
Dharma has it all figured out—save the candy and
the clothes and by the time they fit the ones that also
came from Canada and fit now, will be ready for
replacement. Unfortunately, the candy looms there like
a magnet for consideration almost as big a good vs. evil.
Now, back to Rex, please. He will have secured
the gold pieces which were used for several purposes
in his production projects. There were at least 27
ounces in one-ounce rounds and half again as many for
fill-in use, at the very least count, so since they are not
in the product area and Rex said the raiders didn’t take
any of that gold (only his own old gold teeth), we have
to assume Rex will know where the pieces are located.
ASK HIM, for you need the gold either for its value or
product usage. Gaiandriana is always incubated, for
instance, in the presence of gold and silver rounds. Rex
can’t help you if you don’t ask him. He would be
gracious to Valerie, for he worked directly with her and
certainly Erlinda would be glad to carry messages.
It will be far more difficult once he has moved
back to Alturas. We know that Rex had the gold
because he sent one of the Maple Leafs to Manila for
use here in the Gaiandriana so that we could share with
Dr. Cantara in his studies. But just in value alone the
gold reserves at the farm would pay for the farm for
several months as well as extra paper costs.
However, it was used for other purposes which
remain mandatory, so you must make an effort to get
them recovered, for the asset is a corporate matter—not
something up for grabs by the nearest hands.
My suggestion is to simply list what you need and
send a friend to gather the information. The assumption
is that Rex has no access to a computer or e-mail if
Erlinda has no equipment, so someone will have to go
in person to collect passwords, etc. Stop treating this
like a communal situation of some kind—this is strictly
business responsibility on both sides of this or any issue.
You at the Farm area need to make a special note
of the security cellar which I believe Margie and Rex
outfitted for themselves should there be some cause for
shelter and for any should they be in that area should
need arise. As weather patterns change it becomes ever
more likely there will be a need for a “root cellar” to
offer shelter. And, unfortunately as the talk
comes around time after time to “nuclear”
weapons use, you must consider possibilities and
keep your “survival” needs current and at ready.
These are things which can be overlooked in
such a hasty departure as with Rex simply
because when both parties to a plan are gone, it is
a difficult job to catch everything. But mine is not
to linger longer on these singular topics.
Margie’s major intent was to be available with a place
for her Son and family should a large quake, or
emergency, hit the California coast where he is located.
He must know that his safety, in her wishes, will be met
if that becomes necessary. She felt as a parent alone that
it was her desire and total intent to attend that possibility.
We cannot choose that Rex leave anything of
those plans to use, for she did legally change out and
into his care in those final days of life for his
attending. He chooses not to follow through and that is
his prerogative but, therefore, we have further obligation
to responsibility to Margie. Man lives according to
his conscience and therein lays the fact of it.
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What IS—IS. And therefore that “is” is that
with which we work. We do, however, attend
things to the best of our ability but we cannot
force our demands on another’s conscience.
* * *
Thank you for bearing with us through the more
“personal” things but this is YOUR program as well as
ours and yes, you are also among those we “thank”.
Perhaps, readers, there is too much cynicism to be
able to feel that we shall ever accomplish our
“objective”. But, we shall and it will belong to all of us
who make it possible. This is no longer built on some
kind of “faith” or on another’s good graces such as
strange named players—this is now reality and the
harvest time is now in sight. This, of course, presents
other circumstances to attend but we recognize that you
are ready, willing and able to accept THAT type of
change. You have long had every confrontation around
to allow you to learn for this next task which should
produce in joy, for certainly the “fear” is vanquished
even if your trust in “me” is not even present. We made
commitments through the years already gone by and we
have never changed objectives even in the smallest
details. If you don’t remember—BRUSH UP, for I
repeat: This has always been our objective and
commission and there is no deviation here.
Ekkers have only asked one thing from this merrygo-round: an ability to meet the obligations taken unto
selves even though the agreements were laid forth and
the responsibility is NOT THEIRS. They realize,
however, that the only way to have restitution from the
takers to the ones who shared is simply to succeed
and make that payback their own responsibility.
They have arranged that in the first of the larger
banking holdings—again, against GOLD.
They have asked, however, that the returns be
handled in such a way as to remove the cup from their
hands in that we simply first clear all decks with
honorable accounting and all legal obligations met as in
confrontations, damages, etc. The Ekkers feel strongly
that it is not “nice” to try and to beat God out of that
which has always been HIS.
Following that basic accounting we can then
take up the next steps of growth in funding flow
back to projects.
I speak on this at this time because we are going to
speak about the Natives and Indigenous people, for the
very thrust of our labors is to bring a modicum of
capability of life function to our brothers long abused.
Do we have great help from, say, the Native
Americans and their “sovereign” councils? No—almost
NONE. However, when there are available resources
the places for use will appear. The “natives” have been
too abused and continue to be abused to the point of
wanting something-for-nothing in their demands, for
they see no other way or resource. You see,
“SPIRITUAL” rattling and drum-beating only calls for
the “way”—and the dance is yours to accomplish. Will
Ekkers hold strong enough to make it through? Oh
indeed, and the native brothers who will serve, know
it—even if they do not know Ekkers.
How brave are YOU in the face of the weapons
of “mass destruction” aimed at your very hearts?
OK, let us consider that circumstance and perhaps
give a bit of a boost to pushing this program on over
the edge and at least allow Ekkers to remain in this
place long enough to get it started. Thank you for
that, for you will NOT come up wanting, chelas.
God seems long in evolving into some show of
goodness? Well, how long has God waited on YOU?
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Let’s begin, Dharma, with the message on the
shutdown of the Department of Agriculture computers
to “avoid hacking”. That one measure was an incredible
debacle and shut off communications to even the
Park Services, Land Management facilities AND CUT
THE NATIVE AMERICANS OFF FROM
EVERYTHING, INCLUDING THEIR INCOME. This
during the Christmas Holidays and HARD winter.
You do not have a nice government, people of the lie.
[QUOTING Chicago Tribune, February 14, 2002:]
FEDERAL AGENCY IMPROVES SECURITY
AFTER COURT-ORDERED SHUTDOWN
By Timothy Egan,
New York Times News Service, 2/14/02
SEATTLE—After a 10-week court-ordered
shutdown of nearly all its computer communications, the
Interior Department said Wednesday that it had
restored some of them, bringing e-mail back to
government scientists, Web service to national parks
and payments to nearly 40,000 American Indians.
The blanket electronic closing of a department
that manages everything from seashores in New
England to Lincoln’s birthplace in Kentucky stemmed
from a problem that has long been out of sight of
much of official Washington but has played havoc
with the lives of millions who depend on an agency
that is landlord to one-eighth of the United States.
Because Interior could not safeguard the accounting
system that manages money for Indians, U.S. District
Judge Royce Lamberth on Dec. 5 ordered it to shut down
the computer system for the rest of the department. The
judge who is hearing the largest class-action suit ever filed
by Indians, has already found that the government
mismanaged Indian money for more than a century.
During a second trial, to determine whether
Interior Secretary Gale Norton should be held in
contempt for failing to comply with past orders on
cleaning up the department, the judge found that
Interior’s Websites were vulnerable to hacking.
On Wednesday, Norton promised Lamberth that
checks were on the way to thousands of Indians and
said about 40 percent of the department’s Websites
were safe enough from hackers to reopen. The
other major Interior Websites remain off-line.
Norton asked the judge for more time to repair the
system for managing the Indians’ money. She said Interior
has hired outside consultants to help speed reform and is
seeking an $84 million increase in spending for the effort.
To Indians who depend on the $500 million in
annual income the department manages for them as
part of historic trust responsibility, Wednesday’s
promises have a hollow ring, they said.
‘LAST IN LINE’
Rosemary Pimms, a Yakima Indian who lives in Seattle
on the royalty payments the government manages for her, said:
“Nothing new there: The Indian is always last in line.”
The checks are not government handouts but money
that is owed individual Indians from land leased to outside
business interests and managed by the Interior Department.
More than 500,000 such accounts exist, though the
bulk of the money goes to 43,000 Indians who get
regular royalty checks ranging from a few dollars to
several thousand. The tribes say the government has
lost up to $100 BILLION over the last century
because of mismanagement and poor accounting.

“The way these people have been treated
recently is an outrage,” said Rep. Tom Udall (DN.M.), whose district is 21 percent Indian. “It’s
just been a huge injustice. ... The pace from
Interior has been like molasses in winter.”
Some tribes, including the Blackfeet, the
Oglala Sioux and the Navajo, which is the nation’s
largest, have made emergency money available
from their tribal welfare accounts to individual
Indians. They say they are furious with Norton.
“Where I live, in Glacier County, Mont., home
of the Blackfeet Nation, one of the 25 poorest
counties in the United States, I can tell you that
many people depend on these payments for the
bare necessities of life,” Elouise Cabell said last
week before Congress. Cabell, a former banker
who is a member of the Blackfeet Nation, initiated
the lawsuit six years ago. She says the way the
government manages Indian money is “a national
disgrace”. [H: Well, check it against ENRON.]
Interior officials said Wednesday they should be
able to pay about half of what the Indians are
owed from the computer shutdown, and will work
to make up the full amount in coming months.
[H: I suppose that is OK if you only need half
a house and are only half starving.]
OUTDOOR DATA MISSED
While most of the virtual lockout has been felt
among Indians, outdoor enthusiasts have been
upset at the loss of Web access to information
about 500 million acres run by Interior.
Complaints from people planning vacations to
national parks, or simply trying to find out the status of
bird species from the Fish and Wildlife Service, have
been pouring into the department, officials said.
[H: Now, for some personal input: Try on for
size trying to get deadlines for getting cows off some
of the BLM lands through the Park Service with
trespass fines against you for every day overrun—
fright on Ekker’s old ranch in Utah as a BIG
EXAMPLE following the brother’s death over a
year past. You see, readers, IT TOUCHES YOU
“ALL”. Things are now happening to you and not
just someone else. Recourse? NONE! Worse, that
is exactly what the miscreants do in individual cases
where you meet the Feds. They give no allowances
except do this or death to you, while they take
EVERY right you hold away if you sign their
“save your life” options agreements.
This brings me to Diane Kunick—DO NOT
SIGN THAT NEW AND MORE INCREDIBLE
“BARGAIN”.
I suggest you buck up your courage and sever
your relationship with the current non-functional
attorney called “your attorney” so that the court has
cause to appoint one for you to consider even the
plea agreement. They won’t do so until you have
no attorney to deal in between. Sorry, it is just the
way it is and yours would rather have you sign
anything than do anything—for very large fees, like
$50,000 to take on the case full bore. It is life,
people, so collect that which remains in the system
for your use and demand it be provided or the case
DROPPED. And in addition, cause them to reveal
all the players who turned in false affidavits against
you—for THEY HAVE NO CASE.
We will share these things with you readers, for
it IS that important to see what the Feds offer to
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you who would cross ways with the little prosecuting
Federal attorneys and their assistants. I know that
it is difficult to stand strong and go through the
inconvenience but so too will the Fed Court have to
answer for the costs if they pursue this monstrosity
of injustice. If Diane signs that ludicrous document,
she will be shackled and at their mercy for the
REST OF HER LIFE—not just until the fog clears.]
[END OF QUOTING AND ADDED COMMENTS
REGARDING FEDS AND COMPUTERS]
Now for you who keep asking from time to time
what ever happened to that little Indian tribe called the
Dann Clan in Nevada. Well, the same ludicrous theft
and terror activities continue with livestock thefts in
the ongoing rampage across America.
[QUOTING INDIAN COUNTRY TODAY, Mar. 8, 2002:]
DANN SISTERS HANG TOUGH IN NEVADA
By Valerie Taliman, Southwest Bureau Chief,
Albuquerque Office, Indian Country Today
CRESCENT VALLEY, Nevada—Western
Shoshone traditionalist, rancher and grandmother
Carrie Dann has spent nearly three decades
fighting the U.S. government for her people’s right
to live and ranch on ancestral homelands.
The struggle has not been easy.
There have been threats, harassment,
helicopter surveillance and raids by armed federal
agents. There were sleepless nights, months of
anxiety and years of fighting a federal “regulatory
cavalry” sent to force her off lands the Western
Shoshone have lived on for hundreds of years.
On two occasions—once at Thanksgiving—armed
federal agents arrived with police convoys and livestock
trucks to round up and impound Western Shoshone
cattle tended by the Dann family.
One six-day raid ended with 269 horses
captured and two killed.
There were even physical confrontations that left
her man-handled and cuffed as Bureau of Land
Management agents forcibly restrained her from
trying to prevent the confiscation of Indian livestock.
“I noticed the new vocabulary being used
today is terrorism,” Dann said in an interview.
“They’ve been terrorizing us for almost 30 years
now. When someone threatens you on a daily
basis and says they’re going to take your property,
your livelihood—to me, that’s terrorism.
“It attacks your mind—it’s a mental stress on you.
I wonder to myself how we continue to go on with this
struggle because we’re getting pretty old now.”
Since a federal agent told Carrie and her sister,
Mary, in 1973 that their cattle were “trespassing
on public land”, the Dann sisters have tenaciously
fought a protracted paper war that has gone all the
way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
In times of relative peace, the Dann sisters carry on
with the hard work of running a ranch: rounding up
livestock, calving, branding, castrating, growing alfalfa and
tending a vegetable garden that feeds their extended family.
It’s a way of life on which the Dann family and
many other Western Shoshone have subsisted for
generations in the rugged, high desert mountains of
what is now called Northern Nevada.
Dann insists that BLM has no jurisdiction to
charge her family with trespassing or to levy fines
against her for refusing to pay grazing permit fees to
the federal government. She estimates that over the
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years the fines have grown to more than $1 million.
She said she has no intention to pay.
“The 1863 Treaty of Ruby Valley only granted
rights of passage through our land to White settlers. But
we never gave up the land,” Dann insists. “So these
BLM raids are an outright armed invasion of the Western
Shoshone Nation. They have no jurisdiction over us.
“The real issue is that the United States is
attempting to claim control over sovereign Western
Shoshone land and people,” she said. “Our land has
never been ceded or deeded to the U.S., so it’s not
possible for them to just take it and determine that
our title to the land has been extinguished.”
Legal scholars who have followed the hard-fought
land-rights case conclude that Dann is, in fact, correct in
her assertions that the Western Shoshone still own the land.
Rich in traditional knowledge of the natural world,
Dann has had to become a student of American law
over the years and can now recite a litany of legal
doctrines that have impacted their lives.
She says she knows enough about American
law to know it isn’t fair.
“I don’t understand under America’s laws how they
can say we were paid for our land,” Dann said. “If a
White man sells his house to somebody, it’s his until he
gets money into his hands. But we never took one cent
for our land. The government just paid itself in our name
and has been harassing us ever since to get our land.”
When she heads to Washington next week among
a delegation of Western Shoshone who are seeking a
fair and just compromise to keep their homelands,
Dann says she’ll do her best to persuade Congress to
honor their human and civil rights.
“We know what the value of the land is—it’s life,”
she said. “They can value the land in dollars and cents,
but to traditional Indigenous people the value of land isn’t
money. We look at our spiritual ties to the land as the
most sacred thing and this is part of what the U.S. is
trying to take away from us. It’s the sacredness of our
lands—what it means to us—that they’re trying to
destroy. If they force the money on us, they’ll be
making us homeless in our homeland.
“It’s because of our traditional ways that
we’ve been able to carry on. If we didn’t believe
in who we are as Western Shoshone, and if we
didn’t believe in our prayers and spirituality, I
guess we would be gone a long time ago.
“But the Earth is our mother and we’re not
going to give that up. If we did, what would we
do for future generations? We wouldn’t be
thinking about our future generations, of our
children, our grandchildren and the children yet to
come. I guess that’s what keeps us going.”
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, readers, do you really think such as the
Dann Clan won’t be ready, willing and able to share
“sovereign” lands with us to rebuild their own
“nation”? Well, THAT is the purpose of Russell
Herman expressed directly to US prior to handing
over that assignment and it is our commitment and
obligation to see to it that the Native Indians reap
rewards from this gift put into our keeping.
We will move on to the “Canadian Holocaust”
and those more Northern American Natives
(Indians), in another writing. This one is grown
too long for handling.
AHO, brothers, we are indeed our “brother’s
keepers” in these circumstances. Let us gird up our
courage and see this job done, please.—GCH
dharma
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Holocaust Beyond Terror:
Native Genocide In Canada
3/15/02—#2 (15-211)
RE: THE CANADIAN HOLOCAUST—GENOCIDE
OF ABORIGINAL PEOPLE
NATIVE AMERICANS LIVE IN CANADA TOO!
The following article is going to, I hope, make you
sick enough to DO SOMETHING! We, the cavalry
(this time FOR the Indians) are moving as fast as we
can but it surely is never quickly enough and
somebod(ies) are going to have to be able to show the
people the plan or at the least make it known that help
is coming if we can ever get off the dimes. I don’t
need do other than just present this article and YOU be
the Judge in this case of pure horror.
[QUOTING Rev. Kevin D. Annett, MA, MDiv.
2001 The Truth Commission into Genocide in Canada.
NEXUS. Feb-Mar, 2002:]
HIDDEN FROM HISTORY
THE CANADIAN HOLOCAUST
Rev. Kevin D. Annett <kevinannett@yahoo.ca>
<kevin_annett@hotmail.com> Website: <http://
annett55.freewebsites.com/>
Through the Canadian residential school system,
the Christian churches along with state authorities, the
judiciary, doctors and the police implemented a policy
of genocide against the native population.
The following is an edited extract from the
report, Hidden From History: The Canadian
Holocaust—The Untold Story of the Genocide of
Aboriginal Peoples by Church and State in
Canada—A Summary of an Ongoing, Independent
Inquiry into Canadian Native ‘Residential Schools’
and their Legacy, by Rev. Kevin D. Annett, MA, MDiv.
The report is published by The Truth Commission
into Genocide in Canada, a public investigative body
continuing the work of previous Tribunals into native
residential schools: The Justice in the Valley Coalition’s
Inquiry into Crimes against Aboriginal People,
convened in Port Alberni, British Columbia, on
December 9, 1994, and The International Human Rights
Association of American Minorities Tribunal into
Canadian Residential Schools, held in Vancouver, BC,
from June 12-14, 1998. [H: This story could be told
in every nation on the face of the Earth today.]
FOREWORD
Jasper Joseph is a sixty-four-year-old native
man from Port Hardy, British Columbia. His eyes
still fill with tears when he remembers his cousins
who were killed with lethal injections by staff at
the Nanaimo Indian Hospital in 1944.
I was just eight, and they’d shipped us down
from the Anglican residential school in Alert Bay to
the Nanaimo Indian Hospital, the one run by the
United Church. They kept me isolated in a tiny
room there for more than three years, like I was a
lab rat, feeding me these pills, giving me shots that

made me sick. Two of my cousins made a big fuss,
screaming and fighting back all the time, so the nurses
gave them shots, and they both died right away. It was
done to silence them. (November 10, 2000)
Unlike post-war Germans, Canadians have yet
to acknowledge, let alone repent from, the
genocide that was inflicted on millions of
conquered people: the aboriginal men, women and
children who were deliberately exterminated by our
racially supremacist churches and state.
As early as November 1907, the Canadian press was
acknowledging that the death rate within Indian
residential schools exceeded 50%. And yet the reality
of such a massacre has been wiped clean from the
public record and consciousness in Canada over the past
decades. Small wonder; for that hidden history reveals
a system whose aim was to destroy most native people
by disease, relocation and outright murder, while
“assimilating” a minority of collaborators who
were trained to serve the genocidal system.
This history of purposeful genocide implicates
every level of government in Canada, the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), every mainstream
church, large corporations and local police, doctors
and judges. The web of complicity is this killing
machine was, and remains, so vast that its
concealment has required an equally elaborate campaign
of cover-up that has been engineered at the highest levels
of power in our country; a cover-up that is continuing,
especially now that eyewitnesses to murders and
atrocities at the church-run native residential “schools”
have come forward for the first time.
For it was the residential “schools” that constituted
the death camps of the Canadian Holocaust, and
within their walls nearly one-half of all aboriginal
children sent there by law died, or disappeared,
according to the government’s own statistics.
These 50,000 victims have vanished, as have their
corpses—“like they never existed”, according to one
survivor. But they did exist. They were innocent
children, and they were killed by beatings and torture—
after being deliberately exposed to tuberculosis and
other diseases by paid employees of the churches
and government, according to a “Final Solution”
master plan devised by the Department of Indian
Affairs and the Catholic and Protestant churches.
With such official consent for manslaughter
emanating from Ottawa, the churches responsible for
annihilating natives on the ground felt emboldened and
protected enough to declare full-scale war on nonChristian native peoples through the 20th Century.
The casualties of that war were not only the
50,000 dead children of the residential schools, but
the survivors, whose social condition today has
been described by United Nations human rights
groups as that of “a colonized people barely on
the edge of survival, with all the trappings of a
Third-World society”. (November 12, 1999)
The Holocaust is continuing.
This report is the child of a six-year independent
investigation into the hidden history of genocide
against aboriginal peoples in Canada. It summarizes
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the testimonies, documents and other evidence
proving that Canadian churches, corporations and the
government are guilty of intentional genocide, in
violation of the United Nations Convention on
Genocide, which Canada ratified in 1952 and under
which it is bound by international law.
The report is a collaborative effort of nearly 30
people. And yet some of its authors must remain
anonymous, particularly its aboriginal contributors,
whose lives have been threatened and who have
been assaulted, denied jobs and evicted from their
homes on Indian reserves because of their
involvement in this investigation.
As a former minister in one of the guilty
institutions named in our inquiry—the United
Church of Canada—I have been fired, blacklisted,
threatened and publicly maligned by its officers for
my attempts to uncover the story of the deaths of
children at that church’s Alberni residential school.
Many people have made sacrifices to produce this
report, so that the world can learn of the Canadian
Holocaust, and to ensure that those responsible for it are
brought to justice before the International Criminal Court.
Beginning among native and low-income activists
in Port Alberni, British Columbia, in the fall of 1994,
this inquiry into crimes against humanity has
continued in the face of death threats, assaults and
the resources of church and state in Canada.
It is within the power of the reader to honour
our sacrifice by sharing this story with others and
refusing to participate in the institutions which
deliberately killed many thousands of children.
This history of official endorsement of, and
collusion in, a century or more of crimes against
Canada’s first peoples must not discourage us
from uncovering the truth and bringing the
perpetrators to justice.
It is for this reason that we invite you to remember
not only the 50,000 children who died in the residential
school death camps, but the silent victims today who
suffer in our midst for bread and justice.
(Rev) Kevin D. Annett
Secretary, The Truth Commission into
Genocide in Canada
Vancouver, British Columbia, February 1, 2001
PART ONE: SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE OF
INTENTIONAL GENOCIDE IN CANADIAN
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS.
ARTICLE II: THE INTENT TO DESTROY, IN
WHOLE OR IN PART, A NATIONAL ETHNIC,
RACIAL OR RELIGIOUS GROUP; NAMELY, NONCHRISTIAN ABORIGINAL PEOPLES IN CANADA.
The foundational purpose behind the more than one
hundred Indian residential schools established in Canada
by government legislation and administered by Protestant
and Catholic churches was the deliberate and persistent
eradication of aboriginal people and their culture, and the
conversion of any surviving native people to Christianity.
This intent was enunciated in the Gradual
Civilization Act of 1857 in Upper Canada, and earlier,
church-inspired legislation, which defined aboriginal
culture as inferior, stripped native people of
citizenship and subordinated them in a separate legal
category from non-Indians. This Act served as the
basis for the federal Indian Act of 1874, which
recapitulated the legal and moral inferiority of
aboriginals and established the residential school
system. The legal definition of an Indian as “an
uncivilized person, destitute of the knowledge of God

and of any fixed and clear belief in religion” (Revised
Statutes of British Columbia, 1960) was established
by these Acts and continues to the present day.
Then, as now, aboriginals were considered
legal and practical non-entities in their own land
and, hence, inherently expendable.
This genocidal intent was restated time and
again in government legislation, church statements
and the correspondence and records of
missionaries, Indian agents and residential school
officials. Indeed, it was the very raison d’etre of the
state-sanctioned Christian invasion of traditional native
territories and of the residential school system itself,
which was established at the height of European
expansionism in the 1880s and persisted until 1984.
By definition, this aim was genocidal, for it planned
and carried out the destruction of a religious and ethnic
group: All those aboriginal people who would not convert
to Christianity and be culturally extinguished.
Non-Christian natives were the declared target of
the residential schools, which practised wholesale
ethnic cleansing under the guise of education.
As well, such “pagans” were the subject of
government-funded
sterilisation
programs
administered at church-run hospitals and tuberculosis
sanatoriums on Canada’s west coast.
According to an eyewitness, Ethel Wilson of Bella
Bella, BC, a United Church missionary doctor,
George Darby, deliberately sterilized non-Christian
Indians between 1928 and 1962 at the R.W. Large
Memorial Hospital in Bella Bella. Ms. Wilson, who is
now deceased, stated in 1998:
Doctor Darby told me in 1952 that Indian Affairs
in Ottawa was paying him for every Indian he
sterilized, especially if they weren’t church-goers.
Hundreds of our women were sterilized by Doctor
Darby, just for not going to church. (Testimony of
Ethel Wilson to International Human Rights
Association of American Minorities [IHRAAM]
Tribunal, Vancouver, BC, June 13, 1998)
According to Christy White, a resident of Bella
Bella, records of these government-funded sterilisations
at the R.W. Large Hospital were deliberately destroyed
in 1995, soon after a much-publicised police investigation
was to open into residential school atrocities in
British Columbia. Ms. White stated in 1998:
I worked at the Bella Bella hospital, and I know
that Barb Brown, one of the administrators there,
dumped sterilisation records at sea on two occasions.
Some of the records were found washed up on the beach
south of town. That was just after the cops opened their
investigation into the schools, in the spring of 1995.
They were covering their tracks. We all knew
Ottawa was funding sterilisations, but we were told
to keep quiet about it. (Testimony of Christy
White to Kevin Annett, August 12, 1998)
Legislation permitting the sterilisation of any
residential school inmate was passed in BC in 1933
and in Alberta in 1928 (see “Sterilization Victims
Urged to Come Forward” by Sabrina Whyatt,
Windspeaker, August 1998). The Sexual Sterilization
Act of BC allowed a school principal to permit the
sterilisation of any native person under his charge.
As their legal guardian, the principal could thus have
any native child sterilized. Frequently, these
sterilisations occurred to whole groups of native
children when they reached puberty, in institutions like
the provincial Training School in Red Deer, Alberta,
and the Ponoka Mental Hospital. (Former nurse Pat
Taylor to Kevin Annett, January 13, 2000)
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Of equal historical significance is the fact that the
Canadian federal government passed legislation in 1920,
making it mandatory for all native children in British
Columbia—the west coast of which was the least
Christianised area among aboriginals in Canada—to attend
residential schools, despite the fact that the same
government had already acknowledged that the death
rate due to communicable disease was much higher in
these schools and that, while there, the native children’s
“constitution is so weakened that they have no vitality
to withstand disease”. (A.W. Neill, West Coast Indian
Agent, to Secretary of Indian Affairs, April 25, 1910)
That is, the Canadian government legally
compelled the attendance of the most “pagan” and
least assimilated of the native peoples in residential
schools at precisely the time when the death rate in
these schools had reached their pinnacle—about 40%,
according to Indian Affairs officers like Dr. Peter
Bryce. This fact alone suggests a genocidal intent
towards non-Christian aboriginals.
ARTICLE II (a): KILLING MEMBERS OF THE
GROUP INTENDED TO BE DESTROYED.
That aboriginal people were deliberately killed
in the residential schools is confirmed by
eyewitness testimonies, government records and
statements of Indian agents and tribal elders. It is
also strongly suggested by the bare fact that the
mortality level in residential schools averaged 40%,
with the deaths of more than 50,000 native children
across Canada. (See the report of Dr. Peter Bryce
to Department of Indian Affairs Superintendent
Duncan Campbell Scott, April 1909.)
The fact, as well, that this death rate stayed constant
across the years, and within the schools and facilities of
every denomination which ran them—Roman Catholic,
United, Presbyterian or Anglican—suggests that common
conditions and policies were behind these deaths.
For every second child to die in the residential school
system eliminates the possibility that these deaths
were merely accidental or the actions of a few depraved
individuals acting alone without protection.
Yet not only was this system inherently murderous,
but it operated under the legal and structural conditions
which encouraged, aided and abetted murder and which
were designed to conceal these crimes.
The residential schools were structured like
concentration camps, on a hierarchical military basis
under the absolute control of a principal appointed
jointly by church and state, and who was usually a
clergyman. This principal was even given legal
guardianship rights over all students during the early
1930s by the federal government, at least in west
coast residential schools. This action by the
government was highly unusual, considering that
native people were by law the legal wards of the
state, and had been so since the commencement of
the Indian Act. And yet such absolute power of the
school principal over the lives of aboriginal students
was a requirement of any system whose killing of
aboriginals had to be disguised and later denied.
The residential schools were constructed behind this
deception in such a way that the deaths and atrocities
that constitute genocide could be hidden and eventually
explained. In the Canadian context, this meant a policy
of gradual but deliberate extermination under a protective
legal umbrella, administered by “legitimate and trusted”
institutions: the mainline churches.
It should be clarified from the outset that the
decisions concerning the residential schools, including
those which caused the deaths of children and
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resulting cover-ups were officially sanctioned by
every level of the churches that ran them and the
government which created them. Only such sanction
could have allowed the deaths to continue as they
did—and the perpetrators to feel protected enough
to operate with impunity for many years within the
system, which they universally did.
EXPOSURE TO DISEASES
In 1909, Dr. Peter Bryce of the Ontario Health
Department was hired by the Indian Affairs Department
in Ottawa to tour the Indian residential schools in
western Canada and British Columbia and report on the
health conditions there. Bryce’s report so scandalised
the government and the churches that it was officially
buried and only surfaced in 1922 when Bryce—
who was forced out of the civil service for the
honesty of his report—wrote a book about it, entitled
The Story of a National Crime (Ottawa, 1922).
In his report, Dr. Bryce claimed that Indian children
were being systematically and deliberately killed in the
residential schools. He cited an average mortality rate
of between 35% and 60%, and alleged that staff and
church officials were regularly withholding or falsifying
records and other evidence of children’s deaths.
Further, Dr. Bryce claimed that a primary means of
killing native children was to deliberately expose them to
communicable diseases such as tuberculosis and then
deny them any medical care or treatment—a practice
actually referred to by top Anglican church leaders
in the Globe and Mail on May 29, 1953.
In March 1998, two native eyewitnesses who
attended west coast residential schools, William and
Mabel Sport of Nanaimo, BC, confirmed Dr. Bryce’s
allegation. Both of them claim to have been deliberately
exposed to tuberculosis by staff at both a Catholic and
a United church residential school during the 1940s.
I was forced to sleep in the same bed with kids
who were dying of tuberculosis. That was at the
Catholic Christie residential school around 1942.
They were trying to kill us off, and it nearly worked.
They did the same thing at Protestant Indian schools,
three kids to a bed, healthy ones with the dying.
(Testimony of Mabel Sport to IHRAAM officers,
Port Alberni, BC, March 31, 1998)
Reverend Pitts, the Alberni school principal, he
forced me and eight other boys to eat this special food
out of a different sort of can. It tasted really strange.
And then all of us came down with tuberculosis. I was
the only one to survive, ‘cause my Dad broke into the
school one night and got me out of there. All of the
rest died from tuberculosis and they were never treated.
Just left there to die. And their families were all told
they had died of pneumonia. The plan was to kill us
off in secret, you know. We all just began dying after
eating that food. Two of my best friends were in that
group that was poisoned. We were never allowed to
speak of it or go into the basement, where other murders
happened. It was a death sentence to be sent to the
Alberni school. (Testimony of William Sport to
IHRAAM officers, Port Alberni, BC , March 31, 1998)
HOMICIDES
More overt killings of children were a common
occurrence in residential schools, according to
eyewitnesses. The latter have described children
being beaten and starved to death, thrown from
windows, strangled and being kicked or thrown down

stairs to their deaths. Such killings occurred in at
least eight residential schools in British Columbia
alone, run by all three mainline denominations.
Bill Seward of Nanaimo, BC, age 78, states:
My sister Maggie was thrown from a threestory window by a nun at the Kuper Island school,
and she died. Everything was swept under the
rug. No investigation was ever done. We
couldn’t hire a lawyer at the time, being Indians.
So nothing was ever done. (Testimony of Bill
Seward, Duncan, BC, August 13, 1998)
Diane Harris, Community Health Worker for
the Chemainus Band council on Vancouver Island,
confirms accounts of the murders.
We always hear stories of all the kids who were
killed at Kuper Island. A graveyard for the babies
of the priests and girls was right south of the school
until it was dug up by the priests when the school
closed in 1973. The nuns would abort babies and
sometimes end up killing the mothers. There were a
lot of disappearances. My mother, who is 83 now,
saw a priest drag a girl down a flight of stairs by her
hair and the girl died as a result. Girls were raped
and killed, and buried under the floorboards. We
asked the local RCMP to exhume that place and
search for remains but they’ve always refused, as
recently as 1996. Corporal Sampson even
threatened us. That kind of cover-up is the norm.
Children were put together with kids sick with TB
in the infirmary. That was standard procedure.
We’ve documented thirty-five outright murders in
a seven-year period. (Testimony of Diane Harris
to the IHRAAM Tribunal, June 13, 1998)
Evidence exists that active collusion from police,
hospital officials, coroners, Indian Agents and even
native leaders helped to conceal such murders. Local
hospitals, particularly tuberculosis sanatoriums connected
to the United and Roman Catholic churches, served as
“dumping grounds” for children’s bodies and routinely
provided false death certificates for murdered students.
In the case of the United Church’s Alberni
residential school, students who discovered dead
bodies of other children faced serious retribution.
One such witness, Harry Wilson of Bella Bella, BC,
claims that he was expelled from the school, then
hospitalized and drugged against his will, after finding
the body of a dead girl in May 1967.
Sadly, the two-tiered system of collaborators and
victims created among native students at the schools
continues to the present as some of the state-funded band
council officials—themselves former collaborators—
appear to have an interest in helping to suppress
evidence and silence witnesses who would
incriminate not only the murderers but themselves
as agents of the White administration.
A majority of the witnesses who have shared
their story with the authors and at public tribunals on
the west coast have described either seeing a murder
or discovering a body at the residential school he or
she attended. The body count, even according to the
government’s own figures, was enormously high.
Where then, are all these bodies? The deaths of
thousands of students are not recorded in any of the
school records, Indian Affairs files or other
documentation submitted thus far in court cases or
academic publications on the residential schools. Some
50,000 corpses have literally and officially gone missing.
The residential school system had to hide not only
the evidence of murder but the bodies as well. The
presence of secret gravesites of children killed at Catholic
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and Protestant schools in Sardis, Port Alberni, Kuper
Island and Alert Bay has been attested to by numerous
witnesses. These secret burial yards also contained the
aborted fetuses and even small babies who were the
offspring of priests and staff at the schools, according
to the same witnesses. One of them, Ethel Wilson of
Bella Bella, claims to have seen “rows and rows of tiny
skeletons” in the foundations of the former Anglican
residential school of St. Michael’s in Alert Bay when a
new school was built there in the 1960s.
There were several rows of them, all lined up neatly
like it was a big cemetery. The skeletons had been
found within one of the old walls of St. Mike’s school.
None of them could have been very old, from their size.
Now why would so many kids have been buried like that
inside a wall, unless someone was trying to hide
something? (Testimony of Ethel Wilson to Kevin
Annett, Vancouver, BC, August 8, 1998)
Arnold Sylvester, who, like Dennis Charlie,
attended Kuper Island school between 1939 and
1945, corroborates this account.
The priests dug up the secret gravesite in a real
hurry around 1972 when the school closed. No one
was allowed to watch them dig up those remains. I
think it’s because that was a specially secret
graveyard where the bodies of the pregnant girls were
buried. Some of the girls who got pregnant from the
priest were actually killed because they threatened to
talk. They were sometimes shipped out and
sometimes just disappeared. We weren’t allowed to
talk about this. (Testimony of Arnold Sylvester to
Kevin Annett, Duncan, BC, August 13, 1998
Local hospitals were also used as a dumping ground
for children’s bodies, as in the case of the Edmonds
boy and his “processing” at St. Paul’s Hospital after his
murder at the Catholic school in North Vancouver.
Certain hospitals, however, seem to have been
particularly favorite spots for storing corpses.
The Nanaimo Tuberculosis Hospital (called The
Indian Hospital) was one such facility. Under the guise
of tuberculosis treatment, generations of native children
and adults were subjected to medical experiments and
sexual sterilisations at the Nanaimo Hospital, according
to women who experienced these tortures. But the
facility was also a cold storage area for native corpses.
The West Coast General hospital in Port Alberni
not only stored children’s bodies from the local United
church residential school; it was also the place
where abortions were performed on native girls
who were made pregnant at the school by staff
and clergy, and where newborn babies were
disposed of and possibly killed, according to
witnesses like Amy Tallio, who attended the Alberni
school between 1952 and 1961, confirms this.
Many girls got pregnant at the Alberni school.
The fathers were the staff, teachers, the ones who
raped them. We never knew what happened to the
babies, but they were always disappearing. The
pregnant girls were taken to the Alberni hospital and
then came back without their babies. Always. The
staff killed those babies to cover their tracks. They
were paid by the church and government to be rapists
and murderers. (Testimony of Irene Starr to Kevin
Annett, Vancouver, BC, August 23, 1998)
ARTICLE II (b): CAUSING SERIOUS BODILY
OR MENTAL HARM
Early in the residential schools era, the Indian
Affairs Superintendent, Duncan Campbell Scott,
outlined the purpose of the schools thus: “To kill
the Indian within the Indian”.
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Clearly, the genocidal assault on aboriginals
was not only physical but spiritual: European
culture wished to own the minds and the souls of
the native nations, to turn the Indians it hadn’t
killed into third-class replicas of White people.
Expressing the “virtues” of genocide, Alfred Caldwell,
principal of the United Church school in Ahousat on
Vancouver Island’s west coast, wrote in 1938:
The problem with the Indians is one of
morality and religion. They lack the basic
fundamentals of civilized thought and spirit, which
explains their child-like nature and behavior. At
our school we strive to turn them into mature
Christians who will learn how to behave in the
world and surrender their barbaric way of life and
their treaty rights which keep them trapped on
their land and in a primitive existence. Only then
will the Indian problem in our country be solved.
(Rev. A.E. Caldwell to Indian Agent P.D.
Ashbridge, Ahousat, BC, Nov. 12, 1938)
The fact that this same principal is named by
eyewitnesses as the murderer of at least two
children—one of them in the same month that he
wrote this letter—is no accident, for cultural
genocide spills effortlessly over into killing, as the
Nazis proved so visibly to the world.
Nevertheless, Caldwell’s letter illuminates two
vital points for the purpose of this discussion of
mental and bodily harm inflicted on native
students: (a) the residential schools were a vast
project in mind control, and (b) the underlying aim
of this “re-programming” of native children was
to force aboriginals off their ancestral lands in
order to allow Whites access to them.
To quote Alberni survivor Harriett Nahanee:
They were always pitting us against each
other, getting us to fight and molest one another.
It was all designed to split us up and brainwash
us so that we would forget that we were Keepers
of the Land. The Creator gave our people the job
of protecting the land, the fish, the forests. That
was our purpose for being alive. But the Whites
wanted it all, and the residential schools were the
way they got it. And it worked.
We’ve forgotten our sacred task, and now the
Whites have most of the land and have taken all the fish
and the trees. Most of us are in poverty, addictions,
family violence. And it all started in the schools,
w h e re we were brainwa s h ed to h a te o u r o wn
culture and hate ourselves so that we would lose
everything. That’s why I say that the genocide is still
going on. (Testimony of Harriett Nahanee to Kevin
Annett, North Vancouver, BC, December 11, 1995)
It was only after the assumption of guardianship
powers by the west coast school principals, between
1933 and 1941, that the first evidence of organized
pedophile networks in those residential schools emerges.
For such a regime was legally and morally free to do
whatever it wanted to its captive native students.
The residential schools became a safe haven—one
survivor calls it a “free fire zone”—for pedophiles,
murderers and brutal doctors needing live test subjects
for drug testing or genetic and cancer research.
Particular schools, such as the Catholic one at
Kuper Island and the United church’s Alberni
school, became special centers where extermination
techniques were practised with impunity on native
children from all over the province, alongside the
usual routine of beatings, rapes and farming out of
children to influential pedophiles.

Much of the overt mental and bodily harm
done to native students was designed to break
down traditional tribal loyalties along kinship lines
by pitting children against each other and cutting
them off from their natural bonds. Boys and girls
were strictly segregated in separate dormitories
and could never meet.
One survivor describes never seeing her little
brother for years, even though he was in the same
building at the Alert Bay Anglican school. And when
children at the schools broke into each other’s
dormitories and older boys and girls were caught
exchanging intimacies, the most sever punishments
were universally applied. According to a female
survivor who attend the Alberni school in 1959:
They used the gauntlet on a boy and girl who
were caught together kissing. The two of them
had to crawl naked down a line of other students,
and we beat them with sticks and whips provided
by the principal. The girl was beaten so badly
she died from kidney failure. That gave us all a
good lesson: If you tried having normal feelings
for someone, you’d get killed for it. So we
quickly learned never to love or trust anyone, just
do what we were told to do. (Testimony of
anonymous woman from the Pacheedat Nation,
Port Renfrew, BC, October 12, 1996)
According to Harriett Nahanee:
The residential schools created two kinds of
Indians: slaves and sell-outs. And the sellouts are
still in charge. The rest of us do what we’re told.
The band council chiefs have been telling everyone
on our reserve not to talk to the Tribunal and
have been threatening to cut our benefits if we do.
(Harriett Nahanee to Kevin Annett, June 12, 1998)
The nature of that system of torture was not
haphazard. For example, the regular use of
electric shocks on children who spoke their
language or where “disobedient” was a widespread
phenomenon in residential schools of every
denomination across Canada. This was not a
random but an institutionalized device.
Specially constructed torture chambers with
permanent electric chairs, often operated by medical
personnel, existed in the Alberni and Kuper Island
schools in British Columbia, at the Spanish Catholic
school in Ontario, and in isolated hospital facilities
run by the churches and Department of Indian
Affairs in northern Quebec, Vancouver Island and
rural Alberta, according to eyewitnesses.
Mary Anne Nakogee-Davis of Thunder Bay,
Ontario, was tortured in an electric chair by nuns
at the Catholic Spanish residential school in 1963
when she was eight years old. She states:
The nuns used it as a weapon. It was done on
me on more than one occasion. They would strap
your arms to the metal armrests, and it would jolt
you and go through your system. I don’t know
what I did that was bad enough to have that done
to me. (From The London Free Press, London,
Ontario, October 22, 1996)
Such torture also occurred at facilities operated
by the churches with Department of Indian Affairs
money, similar to the sterilisation programs identified
at the W.R. Large Memorial Hospital in Bella Bella
and the Nanaimo Indian Hospital.
Frank Martin, a Carrier native from northern
BC, describes his forcible confinement and use in
experiments at the Brannen Lake Reform School
near Nanaimo in 1963 and 1964:
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I was kidnapped from my village when I was nine
and sent off to the Brannen Lake school in Nanaimo.
A local doctor gave me a shot and I woke up in a
small cell, maybe ten feet by twelve. I was kept in
there like an animal for fourteen months. They
brought me out every morning and gave me electric
shocks to my head until I passed out. Then in the
afternoon I’d go for these X-rays and they’d expose
me to them for minutes on end. They never told me
why they were doing it. But I got lung cancer when
I was eighteen and I’ve never smoked. (Videotaped
testimony of Frank Martin to Eva Lyman and Kevin
Annett, Vancouver, July 16, 1998)
Such quack experimentation combined with
brutal sadism characterized these publicly funded
facilities, especially the notorious Nanaimo Indian
Hospital. David Martin of Powell River, BC, was
taken to this hospital in 1958 at the age of five and
used in experiments attested to by Joan Morris,
Harry Wilson and other witnesses quoted in this
report. According to David:
I was told I had tuberculosis, but I was completely
healthy; no symptoms of TB at all. So they sent me to
Nanaimo Indian Hospital and strapped me down in a
bed there for more than six months. The doctors gave
me shots every day that made me feel really sick, and
made my skin all red and itchy. I heard the screams
of other Indian kids who were locked away in
isolation rooms. We were never allowed in there
to see them. Nobody ever told me what they were
doing to all of us in there. (David Martin to
Kevin Annett, Vancouver, November 12, 2000)
A recurring and regular torture at the residential
schools themselves was operating on children’s teeth
without using any form of anesthesia or painkiller.
Two separate victims of this torture of the Alberni
school describe being subjected to it by different
dentists, decades apart. Harriett Nahanee was
brutalized in this manner in 1946, while Dennis Tallio
was “worked on by a sick old guy who never gave
me painkillers” at the same school in 1965.
Dr. Josef Mengele is reputed by survivors of his
experiments to have worked out of Cornell University in
New York, Bristol Labs in Syracuse, New York, and
Upjohn Corporation and Bayer laboratories in Ontario.
Mengele and his Canadian researchers, like the notorious
Montreal psychiatrist Ewen Cameron, used prisoners,
mental patients and native children from reserves and
residential schools in their efforts to erase and reshape
human memory and personality, using drugs, electric
shocks and trauma-inducing methods identical to those
employed for years in the residential schools.
Former employees of the federal government
have confirmed that the use of “inmates” of
residential schools was authorized for governmentrun medial experiments through a joint agreement
with the churches which ran the schools.
According to a former Indian Affairs official:
A sort of gentlemen’s agreement was in place for
many years: the churches provided the kids from
their residential schools to us, and we got the
Mounties to deliver them to whoever needed a fresh
batch of test subjects: usually doctors, sometimes
Department of Defense people. The Catholics did it
big-time in Quebec when they transferred kids
wholesale from orphanages into mental asylums.
It was for the same purpose: experimentation.
There was lots of grant money in those days to be
had from the military and intelligence sectors: All
you had to do was provide the bodies.
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The church officials were more than happy to
comply. It wasn’t just the residential school principals
who were getting kickbacks from this: Everyone was
profiting. That’s why it’s gone on for so long. It
implicates a hell of a lot of top people. (From the
Closed Files of the IHRAAM Tribunal, containing the
statements of confidential sources, June 12-14, 1998)
Such experiments and the sheer brutality of the
harm regularly inflicted on children in the schools attest
to the institutional view of aboriginals as “expendable”
and “diseased” beings. Scores of survivors of 10
different residential schools in BC and Ontario have
described under oath the following tortures inflicted on
them and other children as young as five years old
between the years 1922 and 1984:
* tightening fish twine and wire around boys’ penises;
* sticking needles into their hands, cheeks,
tongues, ears and penises;
* holding them over open graves and
threatening to bury them alive;
* forcing them to eat maggot-filled and regurgitated food;
* telling them their parents were dead and that
they were about to be killed;
* stripping them naked in front of the assembled
school and verbally and sexually degrading them;
* forcing them to stand upright for more than 12
hours at a time until they collapsed;
* immersing them in ice water;
* forcing them to sleep outside in winter;
* ripping the hair from their heads;
* repeatedly smashing their heads against concrete
or wooden surfaces;
* daily beating without warning, using whips,
sticks, horse harnesses, studded metal straps, pool
cues and iron pipes;
* extracting gold teeth from their mouths
without painkillers;
* confining them in unventilated closets
without food or water for days;
* regularly applying electric shocks to their
heads, genitals and limbs.
Perhaps the clearest summary of the nature and
purpose of such sadism are the words of Bill Seward of
Nanaimo, a survivor of the Kuper Island school:
The church people were worshipping the devil, not
us. They wanted the gold, the coal, the land we
occupied. So they terrorized us into giving it to them.
How does a man who was raped every day when he was
seven make anything out of his life? The residential
schools were set up to destroy our lives, and they
succeeded. The Whites were terrorists, pure and simple.
(Testimony of Bill Seward to Kevin Annett and IHRAAM
observers, Duncan, BC, August 13, 1998)
[H: OK, now people, what is it exactly that you want
GOD to do for you? Have a nice day, please. Salu.]
To obtain a copy of Hidden From History: The
Canadian Holocaust, contact the Truth Commission
into Genocide in Canada, c/-6679 Grant Street,
Burnaby, BC V5B 2K9, Canada, telephone +1 (604)
293 1972, e-mail kevinannett@yahoo.ca or
kevin_annett@hotmail.com, or visit the Website
http://annett55.freewebsites.com ]
[END OF QUOTING]
Please, God, bless our native brothers, for we dwell
on our own dings and dents—and HELL has come
already for years to your people.
Give us strength, generosity and push to make this
gift real and realized. Thank you, Father.
dharma
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Nibiru (PLANET X):
Myriad Confirmations
Arriving Locally In May 2003
PLANET X (NIBIRU) DUE HERE SPRING 2003?
By Mark Hazlewood, www.planetx2003.f2s.com
[Mark Hazlewood’s research indicates that Planet X
(also called Nibiru or the 10th planet) will be here
around Spring 2003 (Northern Hemisphere time),
causing massive Earth changes. You decide.]
PLEASE NOTE: Mark Hazlewood is NOT associated
with this Website, other than that he has allowed me to
publish this article by him. If you wish to send him an email, please send it to x2003ps@yahoo.com and not to the
metatech e-mail. [MM: To order the book BLINDSIDED:
Planet X Passes in 2003, EARTHCHANGES!, by
Mark Hazlewood (ISBN: 1-931743-40-1, 134-page
paperback at $14.95), call FirstPublish toll free at 1-888707-7634 or order online at http://www.firstpublish.com.]
A group of scientists in Russia in year 2000 held
several meetings to discuss the inbound planet discovered
from one of their largest observatories. This led to the
infamous “2003 Problem”—Reuters news service wire
Sept., 13th 2000. The top government officials called
for a commission to study the problem which was said to
expect to cause “a string of calamities” and “a masssive
population shrinkage”. They openly wondered whether
Russia would still even exist as a country afterwards.
Zecharia Sitchin is a world-renowned scholar,
author, and archeologist. I’ve heard enough reports to
understand that Zacharia Sitchin occasionally says that
X is very close to passing. He will not elaborate on why
he says this or give an exact date. This is hearsay and is
not something he does regularly or will admit to on the
record. So with this in mind take it any way you see fit.
Insiders in NASA and the military privately confirm that
many are quietly building dome-homes (strongest structure know
to man) in the upper U.S.A. (one of the safest areas). Make
a few calls about domes and confirm this for yourself.
Trusting the Pentagon/government to guard itself and
relay needed information to protect you is clearly illogical.
Planet X is Nibiru, Wormwood, or THE MOST
REVERED HEAVENLY BODY IN ALL ANTIQUITY. After
3600 years on its regular orbit it will pass again in SPRING
2003. It’s RECORDED IN ANCIENT TEXTS and the
SCIENCE OF ARCHEOLOGY shows its effect on Earth with
each passage. Yes, some conspiracies are without merit—
ignoring history and science is another matter. The faint red
cross to the left of this red object in the middle may be X.
http://dsc.discovery.com/news/briefs/20010702/
kuiper.html#
In July 2001 the red object “2001 KX76” was disclosed.
It’s NOT X. This was the original attempt at misdirection.
By August 2001 the disinformation had changed to the
“LARGEST ASTERIOD EVER” and it’s now shown as blue.
All speculation about a large DULL RED inbound
brown-dwarf coming in from that direction was to be
avoided. It’s the same label on a different object.
(Note: Brown dwarfs are failed stars. They’re sort
of a cross between a large planet and a star. They’re
too small and cool to be stars and too massive to be
planets. They emit a dull red light within a narrow

range depending on how warm or hot they are. Being
very dense with strong gravity, its atmosphere
attracts a kind of smog or red haze around it).
http://www.eso.org/outreach/press-rel/pr-2001/
phot-27-01.html#note3
NASA will continue to identify objects ahead and around
X to misdirect attention. The normal helpful and professional
NASA employees are being evasive and condescending when
asked about it. As many know NASA has covered-up
evidence of UFOs, ETs, and structures on the moon and mars
for quite some time. How NASA has chosen to handle their
knowledge of Planet X fits into this same pattern.
Over 600+ current and ex-government employees are
currently working to change this government deceit
within “The Disclosure Project”, working on Capitol Hill.
Here’s where to find the real X coordinates: http:/
/www.zetatalk.com/usenet/use90207.htm
X has INTENTIONALLY BEEN MADE TO SOUND
RIDICULOUS and confusing for several reasons. One of
which is to avoid causing panic among the world’s
population. Many Websites and articles continue to be
written about Planet X that spread lies. They say it only
MAY exist and comes around only once every few million
years IF it does. This disinformation is widespread.
X orbits between our Sun and its dark twin. A diagram from
the 1987 NEW SCIENCE & INVENTION ENCYCLOPEDIA
shows our dead twin sun and the 10th planet.
X’s MASS, MAGNETISM and DENSITY is such that
it DISRUPTS the surface of EVERY PLANET IT PASSES. In
fact, history shows approximately 7 YEARS PRIOR to its
passage its far-reaching eletromagnetic/gravitational
influence changes Earth’s core flows TRIGGERING
WEATHER, VOLCANIC AND SEISMIC ACTIVITY. Since
early 1996 traditional WEATHER has CHANGED
DRAMATICALLY, breaking all-time records regularly.
The up-tick of QUAKES, VOLCANIC INCIDENTS and
changes in ELECTROMAGNETICS are being kept out
of the media as much as possible. Weather alone can
falsely be blamed on global warming and Sun cycles
but not Earth’s rumblings at the same time.
Research the advent of PLANET X and the
cataclysms it will trigger by passing EARTH. Being
prepared and FOREWARNED gives one an
EXCELLENT CHANCE to SURVIVE.
BLINDSIDED: PLANET X Passes in 2003,
EARTHCHANGES!
By Mark Hazlewood
Even the majority of the Earth-change intuitives’
prophecies are tied into or name Planet X.
ALL OTHER NEWS PALES IN COMPARISON TO
THIS IMPENDING MEGA WORLDWIDE EVENT OF
BIBLICAL PROPORTIONS.
Why do I believe Planet X will be returning in 2003?
A combination of in-depth research and life
experience. In the mid-’70s, at age 19, I started work with
a solar cell corporation. It had technology that could
undercut the cost of fossil fuels and nuclear power.
Twelve years later it became clear that there were people
that controlled the energy cartel, banks and media that
were engaged in a combination of underhanded financial
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and legal maneuvers to stop us. I wasn’t looking to find
that these controllers existed. I had no interest in them.
I did become acutely aware of them first hand, having
watched as they slapped the company I worked with
down and effectively shelved the technology.
Fast Forward
Over the years, I’ve had a casual interest in prophecy
in relation to Earth changes. I read perhaps 100-plus
differing intuitives’ works from various cultures and times
around the globe. Many curiously coincided on what was
expected and had an approximate time frame of around the
turn of the millennium for their occurrence. After concluding
that there was a high probability that this was not a
coincidence, I figured that Earth changes were possibly
part of our immediate future. Because I had no indication
of why this would happen or exactly when, I temporarily
let it go and lost interest. Prophecy alone did not give
me what I was seeking, to be sure. Over the years,
I’ve worked on my dietary habits and studied and
practiced yoga off and on. This has had an incremental
awakening on my spiritual connection. I know I’ve a
long way to go; at the same time, I see subtleties
today I wouldn’t have dreamed existed decades ago.
For now I’ll keep these insights mainly private.
I’ve an adult son and a grandson. In 1998, about 3
years ago, my son and I both had simultaneous Earthchange dreams of almost the exact same nature. We
discussed it, and I decided to probe my spiritual connection
for an answer as to the why of these dreams. I wasn’t
given anything. However, within 36 hours, by my own
probing efforts, I had stumbled onto that answer. I
discovered that there was a thread in my study of
prophecy and intuitives that I’d dropped several years
prior, which I’d missed, about a rogue planet, dark star or
passing comet. This began my research of Planet X. Along
the way, I found an overwhelming amount of archeological
evidence that coincided with X’s orbit. Earth had been
speaking very loudly on a cyclical basis as to when she
was experiencing calamities. The majority of archeologists
and scientists hadn’t studied the ancient historical
accounts of Planet X and found the regular approximate
3600-year orbit to fit the pieces of the puzzle together.
The ice-age phenomenon was real—but given the wrong
name and reasons for its occurrence. From a wide variety
of ancient and modern cultures, I found several
names for Planet X. I’ve 34 names for X in this text.
Along the way, I discovered the approximate 7-year
period of non-religious tribulations connected to X. This is
where, during the dense brown dwarf’s approach, its farreaching electromagnetic and gravitational arms start to
slow Earth’s rotation while heating up and changing its core
flows. This is the reason for much that has happened in the
last 5 years. This is the cause, since around 1995, of the
worldwide mega weather changes, droughts, fires, El Niño,
La Niña, the sudden doubling in deep quakes starting in
late ’96, the up-tick in mega-quakes of 7.0 or greater in the
last two years, quake swarms, domino quakes and the
increase in volcanism, among other changes.
The media controllers are falsely blaming widely known
and discussed weather changes on global warming or Sun
cycles. They are keeping quiet about the same level of
abrupt changes in quake or volcanic activity happening
simultaneously, although they can’t help but report major
events hitting populated areas. It’d be quite a stretch for
them to blame all this on global warming and Sun cycles too.
NASA discovered and excitedly disclosed having
found Planet X. It was December 30th, 1983 that
announcement was made by the chief scientist of the IRAS
satellite to 6 dailies. I’ve got all the headlines in my book.
Shortly thereafter, the media controllers got wind of the
disclosure and clamped down by having them retract the
statements. They’ve since made up an extremely simplistic
story to explain away the original perturbations of the outer

planets that ultimately led to finding Planet X. As far as
explaining away having made the announcement, the best
they could come up with is that it was misunderstood.
Only the largest controlled scopes could have seen
Planet X until early this year. It was easy to cover up until
then. Small to mid-level observatories around the
world kept spotting it in early 2001. To quash the
concerns, the controllers announced they had found
the “Largest Asteroid in history August, 2001”.
This asteroid is one of many objects around the
area where Planet X is approaching that are being
identified. These disclosures and techniques are
meant to confuse, pacify and redirect the public’s
attention away from the brown dwarf.
Occasionally you’d expect, with such an
overwhelmingly important worldwide story, that even has
intentional leaks, some details would slip out from a few
national leaders in the know. Russia’s leaders did just that.
Here are quotes from them, sent over Europe’s
Reuters news service wire Sept. 13th, 2000:
“Anticipated Chain of Disasters Due to Hit in 2003”
and “Massive Population Shrinkage”. They also wondered
out loud, on recorded microphone during a parliamentary
meeting, if Russia would even exist as a country afterwards.
Zecharia Sitchin carries weight in the scientific
archeological community and has a degree in journalism.
The enforcer controllers made clear to him what he was
allowed and not allowed to say and print early on.
Sitchin’s colleague astronomer Dr. Harrington of the
United States Naval Observatory met with an early
so-called accidental death. This happened because of
his adamant open disclosures to the media about having
found the 10th planet. A loud message was sent to
everyone with weight in the scientific community or credible
insiders in the know. If you value your life, keep quiet!
The story has another strange twist. Subgroups of
these same controllers I keep referring to have their own
quiet campaign to get the knowledge out through
grassroots sources. I fit perfectly in that category, having
no scientific degrees to speak of nor weight in the
scientific community. They don’t want panic or the
collapse of the financial markets to start too soon. I
don’t either, but my conscience drove me to the edge
until I wrote this book. I’m sure you can imagine
these controllers have a need to relieve some of their
guilt for having held back the information and ultimately
costing millions if not billions of lives. Of course they
just may want a few more to survive for selfish reasons.
This would be so they have plenty to enslave for farming
purposes, around their already-stocked fortified enclaves,
once they begin to run low a few years from now.
A note about the tragic World Trade Center and
Pentagon destruction. We’ve been BLINDSIDED by these
events. There may be some positive changes in
consciousness that have come about as a result. It now
should be obvious there’s one direction to ultimately look
in order to protect yourself and loved ones: in the mirror.
Government officials can not be trusted to protect us nor
give us the information needed in order to protect ourselves.
If you’ve ever doubted it before, you now clearly
understand our way of life can and will be completely
changed with one day’s passing.
Six to eight weeks prior to the passing of Planet
X, all will be able to see it in the sky as sort of a red
cross with their naked eyes.
Will you be BLINDSIDED by the passing of
Planet X in 2003?
BLINDSIDED
Warning, stop right here! Read no further if you don’t
want to understand how, why and when the Earth’s surface
is going to change so abruptly, as to possibly leading to
taking out as much as 90% of the population in many areas.
You’ll find why these changes happen regularly, how often,
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who knows it, and how the information is being given out.
You’ll also grasp why this may be your first exposure to this
knowledge, or at least the first untainted divulging.
There’s absolutely nothing anyone can do about it. Our
Sun’s 10th planet disrupts the surface of every planet in our
solar system as it passes on its regular orbit. Earth is not
being singled out. Only a few hundred million people will
survive. Now ask yourself this question. Do you want to be
one of them? Do you have a sincere desire to pick up the
pieces and help build a new one? This world’s culture has
unhealthy and healthy of all ages. Are you healthy and
mature enough mentally, physically, emotionally and
spiritually to give it a go? If not, forget you ever read this.
The details and sources will be worthless to you in the
short life you have left. Just keep living from day to day like
there’s no tomorrow. If you’ve any unhealthy personal
habits like drug use, lack of exercise or over eating, don’t
worry about changing them. Most won’t live any longer
doing so. So enjoy whatever small pleasures guilt free from
this point on. The things you’ve been putting off, do them
now. You may never get another chance. If you don’t like
doing something, stop it. There’s no point anymore.
Now for the rest of you who want a tomorrow, to be
informed, forewarned and attempt to place a reservation for
yourself and loved ones in the aftertimes, this could be the
hardest-hitting book you’ll ever read. The controllers of the
media, money markets and the world’s government leaders
are fully aware and prepared. They are not going to
announce the impending calamities, although
Russia’s leaders did pretty much let the story slip
out at least once, which I’ll detail a little later on here.
For the most part they’re only allowing this information
out through grass-roots sources. So escape with me
here among the grass, and you’ll find out the many roots
this information is being brought to you from.
Keeping this story out of the major media will
delay the collapse of the world’s economy, stock
markets and real estate prices until the very last
days, costing billions of lives. From this point on,
don’t expect the price of energy to come down much.
These corporate energy controllers are fully aware that
this is their last hurrah to gouge money from you.
I am not the origin for the information that follows.
I have simply gathered together several sources for your
perusal. I did not discriminate from where I obtained the
information. Part of my motivation is to get you directly
involved in looking inward to your own gut feelings and
doing your own research. Many already sense
something is wrong big time with Earth but can’t put
their finger on it. Be careful how you view this material.
Some have a tendency to ignore all the sources in a
body of information that causes great consternation if
they determine just one or more are not acceptable.
This kind of thinking is illogical. The utmost seriousness
has gone into putting together this work of warning.
A myriad of sources from the sciences, government,
history, politics, legend and Spirit is combined here.
You will do yourself and loved ones a great disservice
if your mind-set is to discount all you consider credible
when presented side by side with sources your cultural
experience and educational programming have not deemed
worthy of consideration. Before the time of the greatest
events, the overwhelmingly vast majority will see, hear and
experience enough to know that our Earth is about to
change dramatically again. By the time your awareness
peaks into realization, it may be too late to prepare if you
don’t begin to get up to speed on the situation now.
I’ve spent my time researching, accumulating,
organizing, discussing, and weeding out side agendas.
I present this subject in such a way as to bring a quick
clarity to the layman or someone who is completely
unfamiliar with it. If you’ve never read anything about
the when and why for Earth changes before, this work
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may be all you’ll ever need. Reading up on endless
conspiracies, for the most part, will not help you with
your life. Understanding only this one may be important
for your survival. Nailing down the science that shows
the regularity of these events is important to see
clearly how close to the end of this cycle we are.
Questions will come to mind when the acceptance of
what is about to happen does set in. Will I have time to
make it to a safe area? Am I there already? Will I have
resources enough to sustain myself over an extended
period of time, or the ability to create needed sustenance
on an ongoing basis? Do I care to leave all which I hold
dear to start anew? Am I just too married to or fearful
of leaving my things, lifestyle and community, even at
the expense of my life, if I can’t take them with me?
Watch your thinking carefully as you read. Your mind
may make up unsound reasons for ignoring the obvious to
avoid the discomfort of having to prepare. It is an honor to
be a vehicle or messenger of this information. I’m one of
the many that have chosen or have been chosen or
some combination thereof, to do this work. I’m sure I’ll
meet some people in the aftertimes that acknowledge me
for warning and helping them survive one of the most
severe physical calamities Earth has gone through.
On the other hand, others may wish they never learned
or prepared because of the difficulties presented then
compared to their lifestyle before. At that time I would
simply say that YOU were primarily responsible for drawing
the information toward yourself and determined your level
of personal preparation. I’m not fishing now for your future
thanks, but am trying to avoid you berating the messenger.
Just learning now and not being able to prepare because of
family ties or financial binds could end up causing needless
worry, prior to your passing on. So, be careful before you
jump in too deep here. It’s not always better to know.
My belief system tells me that there is a reason for
everything. Science is finding greater evidence for order in
chaos at every turn. For those who would label me a
messenger of doom, please do you and me a favor,
DON’T READ THIS BOOK. My focus is to find people
who want this information, or who have been drawn to
it by whatever means to make their right choice. Staying
alive might be a good one. The fact that you’re reading this
perhaps means that your gut instinct is telling you
something is not quite right with the world, and the reasons
you’ve run across thus far have been less than adequate.
There’s no doom in being made aware that you live on
the railroad tracks, the train is approaching and what time
it will arrive, so you can pull up your roots to get the hell
out of the way. It’s ignorance that will put you in harm’s
way during the up-and-coming cataclysms. There will be
many places that have a good chance of being safe. I’m
now going to paint a word portrait using some of my words
and mostly those of others. In order to view the mosaic,
look at it in its entirety. Focusing too closely on one part
or another might result in your missing the big picture.
This work could have been 10,000 pages or more. There
is much more than that volume of material confirming all
that is presented here. Studying the data and the myriad of
different sources becomes very repetitious. I strongly urge
you to do your own research if you need more information.
Much more related truth is out there. Since I’ve outlined
where to look and what to look for, it will be easy to obtain
more sources for this subject matter. If you’re like me, once
you’ve seen enough of it, you’ll quit looking for more, even
though you’ve come to the understanding so much more
exists. You’ll then make your plans and go back to living
your daily life. On the back burner of your mind you’ll
know there are some wild times and big changes just around
the corner. Plus, you’ll know, more than likely, that you’ll
survive them because of your ace-in-the-hole of being
informed. Are you getting my drift here? These events are
going to be exhilarating, adventurous and monumental.

Doom, gloom and fear shouldn’t be your mind-set
whatsoever. The most exciting, serious, unbelievably
dramatic scenes you’ve ever viewed at the movies will be
played out in your real life from day to day shortly,
whether you watch the previews of this book or not.
Observatory Sightings of Planet X In Early 2001!
In 1983 X was first spotted by the IRAS (Infrared
Astronomical Satellite); since then there has been a complete
blackout of its existence by the controllers of the media and
major observatories. X is now too close to cover up from
smaller scopes. For the first time in modern history, in the
year 2001, sightings of Planet X are being openly recorded.
Three separate sightings from different parts of the
world have reported it. The three observatories were
located in South America, Switzerland and Arizona. I
include two of the sightings and show you where to
find the third and future ones later. Here is a short
report from the Lowell Observatory in Arizona:
April 04, 2001, 03:06:45, Wed.: The operator described
the object as diffuse and of approximate magnitude 11.
The coordinates (in degree/minute/second format), with
a margin of error according to the operator of +/-20
seconds (about .006 degrees) RA and +/-10 seconds
(about .003 degrees) Dec were: RA 05 09 09Dec +16 31 49—
In degree format the coordinates are: RA 5.1525Dec+16.5303
Next is an excited confirmed report and then
denial from Switzerland.
Subject: 12th planet discovery.
Date: Wed., 07 Feb 2001 23:30:32 +0100
A whole team was contacting every observatory in
France—just sent a message. The Neuchatel
observatory got it. They are very excited, wondering if
it is a comet or a brown dwarf, through the latest
coordinates given. The daughter of the astronomer
reports that they suspect a comet or a brown dwarf
on the process to becoming a pulsar since it emits
“waves”. For those who would read French, I copy
the message below: Salut! [NOT INCLUDED]
We were told by these excited folks who first sighted
it, that we would get “at least” an image; next there was a
long silence for over a week. Afterwards came the official
denial that such a sighting had ever occurred at Neuchatal.
As in most cover-ups, believe what is said first, and not
what is retracted later. So they possess an image of X.
* * *
Later, I’ll point out where the coordinates for the three
sightings came from, how to find future coordinates, and
where you can read about all the curious blocking attempts
that happened before the third sighting. The powers that
control the major observatories have been quietly observing
it for years now. Because X is so close and easily
observable, the only thing left for the controllers to do
now is to discount what it is. When the fact of X’s
existence becomes more widespread, the powers that be
will be used to drown out the reality of the calamities
with words of reassurance. Their power to
overshadow the truth is vast. Do expect the cover-up
to continue to work for a short while with most.
For the better part of last century, astronomers have
noticed perturbations in the outermost planets. These
perturbations could only have been caused by another large
heavenly body that is part of our solar system. Finding the
archeological evidence is simple. The more you dig for
evidence, the more you will find of quick regular severe
surface changes and pole shifts at every turn. I have more
than a sufficient quantity of these studies for you to
browse through right here and point towards where
to find several others that have accumulated much more.
Later I’ll show how the Ice Ages fit into the puzzle.
The 12th Planet by Zacharia Sitchin
Turning to ancient history will put the evidence
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into context. Many past civilizations explain Planet
X’s orbit length and destruction it causes during its
passage in eloquent detail! Start with The 12th
Planet by Zacharia Sitchin. Even historians of
Astronomy are aware of the legends of a so-called
“Star or Comet of Doom” or “Nemesis” that brings
with it debris, as in meteors, and causes upheavals.
For the most part aware political leaders have no clue
what to do about the masses, so of course they aren’t
doing much. Their attitude is, an honest announcement
would cause more problems than not. Writing this
book to help and inform others is where I stand.
Finding out what changes Earth goes through
and when the changes start, relative to each passage,
will show you how many years we’ve been influenced
by X’s current approach and when it will arrive. This
is not rocket science. It’s easy to understand, but
sweeping Earth changes in your immediate lifetime are
difficult to fathom because of the enormity.
Since 1995-6, Earth’s weather has changed
dramatically. This is how it starts every time! To
understand what the current effects of X are now,
weather and seismic activity should be closely
monitored throughout the globe. Watching and listening
closely to the intentional and unintentional warnings
from the world’s government officials will add clarity to
the picture. Studying legend, folklore and prophecy
might finally grab your heart and seal your knowing.
Taking a little vacation time to reserve some time at
a small observatory with coordinates and dates to find
X, that I’ll show you how to get later, might just shock
you into action once you’ve seen it with your own
eyes. Now, if you’ve some extra money, you could pay
others to do your footwork for you in terms of further
research and observatory time. I do caution you that
there is as much disinformation as correct information.
Much of the same truth I present here is intentionally
mixed with skepticism and fabrications elsewhere.
If you don’t do your own research, how do you know
which is which [that] is being reported back to you? At
some point you’ll have to get used to doing things for
yourself and possibly for others in the aftertimes. The
monetary playing field will be equalized after X’s passage.
For the first few years, cash will be worthless. Even right
preceding the events cash could devalue severely. The
longer you wait to prepare, the greater the price you’ll have
to pay. If you wait too long, you’ll pay the ultimate price.
In the aftertimes, barter and co-operation will be
king if you luckily end up in the right community.
Mad Max scenarios will reign elsewhere for a while,
until they play themselves out. At a certain point you
will have learned enough to make a prudent decision
to leave unsafe areas. Starting with just a search of
Pole Shift or Earth-changes information will land you
in the middle of a mountain of evidence confirming
Earth’s surface changes regularly and quickly.
Ice Ages—Grade-School Science
Earth truly is one of the most dangerous planets in the
Universe. Remember back in grade school when you were
first told about Ice Ages? This was your first big hint that
something goes wrong with your home planet Earth on a
regular basis. Most of the researchers, who all agreed this
phenomenon was real through the science of archeology,
just didn’t figure out the correct reason for it, or exactly
how often it happens and why. Plus, they really mislabeled
it. The poles and ice shifting to different parts of the globe
are certainly not the only thing that happens. Different
areas of the planet would show varying times for the last
event when looking for only the effects of ice and cold. Yes,
they discovered something absolutely real. No, most of
them didn’t know the correct why for the phenomenon.
The so-called Ice Ages are thought to have happened
over a period of many years. In fact, the great mammoths
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found with tropical food in their stomachs that were flashfrozen is just one fact from the tip of the iceberg of
evidence that shows changes happen very quickly. A little
later I’ll bore you to tears with Earth Science to show this.
There are no so-called ice ages. Earth’s crust slips over its
molten core periodically as Planet X passes. This shifts the
poles to different areas of the world periodically. Glaciers
don’t just magically start moving up or down from Earth’s
current poles on a regular basis. The poles themselves shift
to different parts of the globe in a matter of hours.
All life where the new poles settle flash-freezes
instantaneously. A few thousand years ago Greenland
was a polar ice cap of Earth. There’s still way too much
ice there for its latitude relative to the current poles.
You are solely responsible for determining for yourself
what is proof or evidence. Even though this is very simple,
most do not possess the mental capacity to piece together
the varied disciplines to see what’s right around the corner,
even when laid out as concisely as I do in this short work.
If they do see it easily, there’s a shorter supply of people
that are type “A” individuals that take action in their lives.
Most will not want to leave obvious unsafe areas until
Planet X is squarely in their view. In this case that will
be fatal for the majority. This is just the sort of
realization that gets to me. Even at my best I can only
expect to awaken a small minority. For those who read,
grasp the situation and prepare, you are in a very
exclusive club. I don’t like being correct on this issue.
Warnings will not be broadcast by public officials over
the TV, radio, or newspapers. Warnings will not be
broadcast by public officials over the TV or newspapers.
Warnings will not be broadcast by public officials over
the TV. A knock on the door from government workers
of your city or state, saying it is time to evacuate,
will not be forthcoming. There are just too many
people to deal with. Don’t you understand?
There would be no place prepared to evacuate to, or
resources available to sustain the many over any length
of time. Consequently the call to leave will not come. It’s
just too huge. You are alone in determining your fate.
For those of you who tend to ignore important issues
or can’t handle the truth, this is one truth that will find
you. Will it be when you look over your shoulder and
see a tidal wave or a building collapsing down on you
or in time enough to reach a safe area?
Remember this if you choose not to move from
unsafe areas such as within 100-200+ miles of any
coastline. This includes all of California and Florida.
Please pay attention to everyone around you as the time
approaches if you haven’t made your move. You will see
families silently moving away with talk of just a
vacation, covering up that they are scurrying away to
their shelters. Now for those who think God will give
you a warning and take care of you. Hold that thought
and consider this written work may be your warning.
ARCTIC MAY NOT HAVE BEEN ICY IN ICE AGE
By Reuters, Friday, September 07, 2001
LONDON—Imagine the Arctic Circle in the Ice Age.
White and cold are probably two of the adjectives that first
spring to mind. But archeologists say a recent discovery of
animal bones and stone tools means humans lived there
more than 40,000 years ago, and the region then may not
have been covered in ice at all. An international team of
scientists said this week they had discovered stone
artifacts; reindeer, wolf, and horse bones; and a mammoth
tusk with human-made marks on a dig at Mamontovaya
Kurya in the northern reaches of Russia. The finds are the
oldest documented evidence of human activity so far north.
“The bones and artifacts found suggest that the
northeast must have been relatively dry and ice-free in this
period of the Ice Age,” archeologist John Gowlett said,

commenting on the research in the scientific journal Nature.
“It is not possible to determine whether they were left by
Neanderthals or by some of the first modern humans in
Europe, but... knowing who made the tools is less important
than simply knowing that someone was adapted to the cold
conditions,” said Gowlett from the University of Liverpool.
Scientists Pavel Pavlov and John Inge Svendson,
who made the discoveries, said they were unsure who
the mystery Arctic inhabitants were. “Either the
Neanderthals expanded much further north than
previously thought, or modern humans were present
in the Arctic only a few thousand years after their
first appearance in Europe,” they said.
Sumerian Descriptions Of Our Solar System
The 6,000-year-old Sumerian descriptions of our solar
system include one more planet they called “Nibiru”, which
translates into “Planet of the crossing”. The descriptions of
this planet by the Sumerians match precisely the
specifications of “Planet X” (the Tenth Planet). Views from
modern and ancient astronomy, which both suggest a
highly elliptical, comet-like orbit, take Planet X into the
depths of space, well beyond the orbit of Pluto. The
Sumerian descriptions are being confirmed with modern
advances in science. There are actual diagrams on wellpreserved tablets from the Sumerian times that show how
their accuracy for describing the planets is overwhelming!
United States Naval Observatory Calculations
Recent calculations by the United States Naval
Observatory has confirmed the orbital perturbation
exhibited by Uranus and Neptune, which Dr. Thomas C.
Van Flandern, an astronomer at the observatory, says
could only be explained by “a single planet”. He and
a colleague, Dr. Richard Harrington, calculated that
the 10th planet to be two-to-five-times larger than
Earth, and it has a highly elliptical orbit that takes it
some 5 billion miles beyond that of Pluto.
In January 1981, several daily newspapers stated
that Pluto’s orbit indicates that Planet X exists. The
report stated that an astronomer from the U.S. Naval
Observatory told a meeting of the American
Astronomical Society, that irregularity in the orbit of
Pluto indicates that the solar system contains a 10th
planet. He also noted that this came as no surprise to
Zecharia Sitchin, whose book came out three years prior.
I’ve corresponded with one who has spoken with
Sitchin in a private group. Sitchin knows that X is very
close, but because of his position in the scientific
community—well, you figure it out! I’m glad I don’t have
a Ph.D. in front of my last name or hold weight in the
scientific community. Sitchin needs to concentrate on selling
more books. He’s too hot to talk about what he knows.
In 1982, NASA themselves officially recognized
the existence of Planet X with an announcement, “An
object is really there far beyond the outermost planets.”
Today NASA is not being forthcoming about X.
New York Times, June 19, 1982
Something out there beyond the furthest reaches
of the known solar system is tugging at Uranus and
Neptune. A gravitational force keeps perturbing the
two giant planets, causing irregularities in their
orbits. The force suggests a presence far away and
unseen, a large object, the long-sought Planet X.
There are mathematical irregularities in the orbits
of the outer planets. Astronomers are so certain of
this planet’s existence that they have already named
it “Planet X—the 10th Planet.”
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IRAS scientist of JPL in California: “A heavenly body as
large as Jupiter and part of this solar system has been
found in the direction of the constellation of Orion by an
orbiting telescope.” Now read that again. The
disinformation drain-brain crew did their best to try to
rewrite history again after this announcement was made.
The public at large must be kept in the dumb-and-dumber
category, is their thinking. They can’t handle the truth.
The telescope found it right where it was sent to look.
These scientists had known of its existence and location
for years, but wanted to confirm it with our own
technological eyes. This is a fact I strongly urge you
to check out for yourself. There have been attempts
to cover up this event and rewrite history.
Headlines from a few other dailies read as follows:
“Mystery Body Found in Space.”
“Giant Object Mystifies Astronomers.”
“At Solar System’s Edge Giant Object is a Mystery.”
“When IRAS scientists first saw the mystery
body, they calculated that it could be as close as 50
billion miles and moving towards Earth.”
* * *
Tombaugh was given credit for discovering Pluto in
1930, although Lowell spotted it earlier. Christie, of the
U.S. Naval Observatory, discovered Charon, Pluto’s
moon, in 1978. The characteristics of Pluto derivable
from the nature of Charon demonstrated that there must
still be a large planet undiscovered because Pluto could
not be the cause of the residuals, the “wobbles” in the
orbital paths of Uranus and Neptune clearly identifiable.
The IRAS (Infrared Astronomical Satellite), during
’83-’84, produced observations of a tenth planet so
robust that one of the astronomers on the project said
that “all that remains is to name it”—from which point
the information has become curiously guarded.
In 1992, Harrington and Van Flandern of the Naval
Observatory, working with all the information they had at
hand, published their findings and opinion that there is
indeed a tenth planet, even calling it an “intruder” planet.
Andersen of JPL later publicly expressed his belief that it
could possibly be verified any time. The search was
narrowed to the southern skies, below the ecliptic.
Harrington invited Sitchin, having read his book
and translations of the Enuma Elish, to a meeting at
his office. They correlated the current findings with
the ancient records. Harrington acknowledged the
detail of the ancient records while indicating where
the tenth planet is in the solar system.
It is the opinion of this author that, in light of the
evidence already obtained through the use of the
Pioneer 10 and 11, the two Voyager space craft, the
Infrared Imaging Satellite (IRAS, ’83-84) and the data
available to Harrington when consulting with Sitchin,
that the search has already been accomplished. In
fact, the planet has already been found.
It is interesting that Harrington dispatched an
appropriate telescope to Black Birch, New Zealand to get a
visual confirmation. The data lead him to expect that it
would be below the ecliptic in the southern skies at this
point in its orbit. On Harrington’s early death, the scope
was immediately called back. Hmmm—as one observer
noted, “almost before he was cold”. ... Robert Harrington
used to be the head of the Naval Observatory, and
Tom van Flandern worked closely with Harrington at
the U.S. Naval Observatory. (The Alien Question: An
Expanded Perspective, by Neil Freer)
* * *
What obvious message do you think was sent to
Headline News—Planet X Has Been Sighted!
Stitchin, Van Flandern and anyone else in the know,
Chief IRAS Scientist JPL, December 31st, 1983
when Harrington suddenly met with an early death at
One year later in 1983, the newly launched IRAS the same time the scope was being pulled back?
(Infrared Astronomical Satellite) quickly found Planet X. Sometimes an early death is meant to accomplish
This is a summary from the Washington Post from the chief more than just keeping one person quiet.
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Nemesis Theory, Nemesis Fact
In 1985, numerous astronomers were intrigued with the
“Nemesis Theory”. This was proposed most recently by
Walter Alvarez of the University of California and his father,
the Nobel Prize winning physicist Luis Alvarez. They
noticed regular extinctions of various species (including the
dinosaurs), and proposed that a comet, “Death Star”, or
planet periodically brings with it a shower of meteors and
smaller comet-like objects that wreak havoc, death and
destruction to the inner Solar System, including Earth.
In August 1988, a report by Dr. Robert S.
Harrington of the U.S. Naval Laboratory calculated
that its mass is probably four times that of Earth.
Planet X is 4 to 5 times larger than of Earth, 2025 times its mass and nearly 100 times as dense. X is
a professional wrestler of the planetary community
compared to other planets of our solar system. It is
a slow smoldering brown dwarf star.
When X passes between Earth and our Sun, Earth
will align to its strong magnetic or gravitation
temporarily, instead of our Sun’s.
For a short while X will be Earth’s strongest
gravitational voice or influence. Earth’s rotation will then
pause for a couple days, like it has many times before
recorded in several texts from ancient history.
The controllers of NASA and its insiders are fully
aware of this. Planet X’s destruction and disruption of Earth
should change your view of ancient history. The ancients
were not the unsophisticated people common history books
have led you to believe. Earth societies have reached a
pinnacle of development several times before only to be put
back in technological and evolutionary time by the wrecking
ball of X. Every time the ones left to pick up the pieces and
start building over were so busy surviving for the first few
decades afterwards, that the elevated cultures they
originated from disappeared into myth and folklore.
Many of the advances and discoveries of our so-called
modern world took centuries to be rediscovered anew.
Listen closely to whatever texts and knowledge from our
ancient ancestors that still remain. Their truth is our truth.
Thanks to 2 years of research by Andy Lloyd,
another piece to this puzzle emerges. Nibiru is one of
many names from ancient culture that reference Planet
X. A segment of Andy’s research follows:
“The unstable nature of the dark star’s orbit means that
it has precipitated periodic change to the orbital radii and
climates of the terrestrial planets over the last 4 billion
years. Among my findings is that Nibiru is a brown dwarf,
a failed star capable of emitting only the faintest reddish
light, but whose gravity and infra-red energy emission is
sufficient to warm its habitable moons. These moons
number 7, it seems, and the infrequent perihelion passages
of Nibiru are associated with the ‘return of the gods’.
“When Nibiru is in close proximity to the Sun, both
these bodies become excited by each other. The brown
dwarf, in particular, becomes ‘re-lit’ from its slumbering
embers and ‘flares up’ with reddish light. The coronal
discharge emitted is then swept back by the action of
the Solar Wind, giving the appearance of fiery wings
whose flight is directed towards the Sun.”
32 Names for Planet X
Ancient history, astronomy, folklore and prophecy
record many names for Planet X. The Sumerians called it the
“12th planet” or “Nibiru” (translation: planet of passing).
Between the Babylonians and Mesopotamians there were at
least three names: “Marduk”, “The King of The Heavens”
and The “Great Heavenly Body”. The ancient Hebrews
referred to it as the “Winged Globe” because of its long
orbit high among the stars. The Egyptians had two names
“Apep” or “Seth”. The Greeks called it “Typhon” after a
feared leader and “Nemesis” (one of its most telling names).
Other ancient peoples have given it labels such as “The
Celestial Lord Shiva” and “God of Destruction”. To the

ancient Chinese, it was known as “Gung-gung”, “The Great
Black” or “Red Dragon”. The Phoenicians said it was “The
Great Phoenix”. The Hebrews called it “Yahweh”. The
Mayans called it “Celestial Quetzalcoatl”. The celestial
body was known to the Latins as “Lucifer”. Revelation
8:10-12: The name of the star is “Wormwood”.
From works of prophecy, there are other names for X.
The “Red Star” or “Blue Star” are of the Hopi Indian and
Gordan Michael Scallion designation. The “Fiery
Messenger” is in the Ramala prophecy. The “Great Star” is
from the Book of Revelation. “His Star” is how it is referred
to in Edgar Cayce Readings. The “Great Comet” and
“The Comet of Doom” is right out of the Grail Message.
From an early English prophet named “Mother Shipton”,
“The Fiery Dragon” was the name she gave, as seen from
her second sight. Our solar system’s “10th Planet” is “X”.
There’s also “The Intruder” and “The Perturber”
from astronomy. Apparently 25% of all observed comet
orbits are being measurably perturbed by the magnetic
or gravitational pull of this planet. The largest of our
planets’ orbits are being perturbed toward Orion.
No matter what the name used, it’s the same object
that has the same effects before and during its passage of
Earth. The Sumerians also had a name for its approximate
3600-year orbit, “A Shar”. The ancient Hindu astronomers
gave the name “Treta Yuga” for its 3600-year orbit. The
destruction X causes even had a label “Kali Yuga”. Some
of the names given by the ancients are akin to names for
god. These people viewed the power and destruction that
this planet brings with it to be so significant as to believe
it could only come from the hand of god. It’s not that they
worshipped the planet, rather they just had great respect for
the sweeping changes it brought with each passing.
Discovering Archeology, July/August 1999
Look to Discovering Archeology, July/August 1999,
page 72. The date 1628 B.C. is given for a worldwide
catastrophic event. The planet-wide effect shows up in the
growth of trees that can be viewed by studying the
narrowed rings from that time. This is approximately 3600
years ago and coincides with Nibiru’s return at this time.
Page 70 shows a medieval picture with a large comet-looking
object, appearing as big or larger than the Sun streaking
across the sky horizontally with a giant tail. This is
noteworthy because of its comparative size and direction in
the sky. It is not headed down toward Earth and yet is still
causing much destruction below. The presupposed premise
of the article is that a comet impact had to have taken place
to cause the global calamities, and yet the very picture
chosen from medieval times denotes an object just
passing by. Pictured under this massive object moving
overhead is a town that is shaking apart with hysterical
and even some suicidal people in the streets.
Destructive Brown Dwarf
Planet X’s orbit takes it back and forth between two
suns. The other sun it orbits around is our Sun’s twin.
Now, you might think that our solar system is not binary,
although most solar systems have been recently discovered
to be binary. Our Sun does have a twin. It lies in the
direction of Orion. It is not composed of the same material
as our Sun and thus will never ignite. It is a dark or dead
sun and does not revolve around our Sun like most twin
suns do. Why hasn’t this discovery been announced, you
might ask? It has if you know where to look. It’s real simple
why the information isn’t more widely known.
There’s a brown dwarf star that orbits between both
suns, instead of around just one of them. Its orbit is
rather long, being about 3660 years, so we don’t see it
go by too often. It is still one of our family of planets
in our solar system. It’s like a half brother that’s been
ostracized by its two parents, but still comes visiting
habitually. X is kinda like the black sheep of our solar
system’s family. When it finally comes by for a visit it
just screws everything up and then leaves. It happens
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every time, so I guess the rep is well deserved.
Now stepping back away from humor, if you’re going
to try to keep a lid on the “destructive brown dwarf”
(nothing kinky here) that’s currently inbound, it’s not a very
good idea to notify John Q. Public about the relatively
recently discovered second sun that’s one of the foci of its
orbit. There’s no reason to promote important clues if you
don’t have to. Besides, only very powerful and expensive
scopes or deep space probes can see the other sun.
This makes it fairly easy to keep it under wraps from
the majority. This is one of many reasons the orbiting
Hubble telescope live feed is hidden from our view. Hubble
was paid for with tax dollars, so you’d think they would
give us a live peak. Nope, it’s not going to happen.
Diagram Of Our Solar System Includes
The Dead Twin Sun
and the 10th Planet a.k.a. Planet X
This diagram appeared in the 1987 edition of the New
Science and Invention Encyclopedia published by H.S.
Stuttman, Westport, Connecticut, U.S.A. The continuing
conspiracy to cover up X falls short when matter-of-fact
evidence is found in respected credible publications like this.
The article accompanying this diagram was discussing the
purpose of the Pioneer 10 and 11 space probes.
Clearly shown on the diagram are our Sun’s dark twin
Dead Star and Planet X, a.k.a. the 10th (or 12th) Planet.
The primary point made was to show the paths of the
two probes and how they created a triangulated sighting.
The probes just happened to be verifying, through this
triangulation, the sighting of Planet X. The history of deep
space probes is mentioned because Pioneer 10 and 11 were
said to be one of the first. There’s absolutely no mention
of any controversy about what was out there or what the
probes were looking at. The disinformation to hide
X’s approach and long-known history of devastation it
causes as it passes each time, did not reach this far.
It’s not hard to imagine a conspiracy as large as this
one, just can’t weed out all the evidence. It’s a big world
with a lot of people, publications, and information sources,
present and past. You know what could be a great thing
about this cover-up? The information that it misses may get
a bright light of emotion and attention shone on it that
wouldn’t normally have been there without the effort of
trying to hide it. There’s a possibility if this information
I present gets out quickly and broadly enough, there
might be more people paying attention to X than if there
was never any conspiracy to cover it up at all. That
thought is just a hope and a prayer at this point.
Encyclopedia Diagram
When a planet’s orbit is between two suns, instead of
one, that orbit is a bit peculiar. It spends 99.99% of its time
slowly going away from one of the suns, after it passes it
initially quickly, to reach the half-way point. Then, as if
falling like a rock off a cliff, the gravity of the sun it’s
approaching takes over, and in a relative flash it travels the
other half of its journey. X reached the halfway point, after
a little over 1800 years of traveling away from the Dark Sun
toward our lit one, sometime in the year 2000. It only takes
right about 3 years to travel the rest of the distance.
In fact, the majority of its journey from halfway to
here happens the last 9 months before it arrives.
Zoom! It’ll be cooking with its greatest speed by the time
it passes. Once it crosses Pluto’s orbit, it will only take
about 90 days to pass right between Earth and the Sun.
X’s inbound approach is being closely monitored
by our best telescopic equipment on and off Earth, but
now small private observatories have started spotting it,
which are not controlled. The most accurate calculation
for X’s next passage is now Springtime, or May 2003.
Ouch! I know. I wish it were not so soon also.
Many people have been lulled into complacency
because the Y2K problems and a simple planetary
alignment were over-hyped; then nothing happened.
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Let me try to jump off the page here and slap you up
’side the face. It’s the under-hyped, covered-up, and
intentionally confusing one that is going to get you.
The preprogrammed laugh track given to you by the
media controllers many of you have been playing back and
forth to each other every time the mention of a tenth planet
or Planet X comes up, is going to break by the end of this
book if it hasn’t already. This is it! Planet X is The One. It
is going to Rock Your World. It’s the Big Kahuna. The
Main Event. The Real Deal. Let’s get ready to get Rumbled!
There will be no cable TV required or $40 needed to view
this event. It will be live, life-and-death, in-your-face action.
You will see it wherever you are whether you want to
or not. God help ya. It’s time to start praying....
Ancient History Revisited
Each time X approaches, it starts a chain of events
that culminates with its passing by and causing our
Earth’s surface to change abruptly. These changes are
the cause of massive death and destruction. History is
rich with these stories. Ruins of past great civilizations
stand as monuments to these past events. The legends
of Atlantis, Lumeria, Mayans and several others going
under the sea or abandoned can be completely explained
by the regular passing of Planet X. Just off the
coastlines of many lands exist remnants of great
sophisticated societies, such as found off Florida, Japan,
the Mediterranean [and recently near Cuba] and more.
Many from the past didn’t draw the connection
between what looked to be a large comet overhead and
what they were experiencing at the time (volcanoes erupting,
earthquakes, land masses sinking and rising, tidal waves,
severe weather, fires, floods, droughts and the
accompanying food shortages). Some ancient writers
simply noted what they thought was a foreboding
sign or messenger of the prophets when they viewed
X in the sky, instead of the cause for their woes.
Non-Religious 7 years of Tribulation
In 1995, Planet X got close enough that its far reaching
magnetic and gravitational arms of influence started to affect
Earth again significantly, which increases now daily. The
closer it gets to us, the faster it moves toward Earth, and
the stronger its magnetic and gravitational effects become.
There is an ebb and flow to these events that are akin to
the calm waves before the next big set. Surfers would be
most familiar with this analogy. Expect things to get worse
as it approaches nearer but not in a straight line.
Our own Sun’s gravity is what is pulling it closer and
faster along with X’s own gravitational pull to the Sun.
Planet X never collides with Earth or the Sun because
of the newly uncovered repulsion force which comes
into play as they near each other. There is still great
reason to be forewarned and concerned.
Earth now has two strong magnetic/gravitational
influences in its vicinity (our Sun being the main one), and
its largely iron magnetic core [sic] is heating up because of
it. It’s like a car with the accelerator and brake on at the
same time. Our Sun is pushing and pulling on Earth one way
and Planet X is now upsetting this with its own set of
influences. A delicate ecological, environmental and
planetary balance between our Sun and Earth is
increasingly being disrupted by the approach of X as it
draws closer with each passing day. All the worldwide
unusual weather that has broken all previous records and
the seismic activity as of late is perfectly clear.
There’s no need to waste time or millions of more
dollars on equipment. Inquiring into the why or when
things will happen by setting up and programming
supercomputers are useless and futile. Today’s melting
and breaking up of massive glaciers and ice shelves,
storms, floods, tsunamis, volcanic and seismic activity,
fires, meteor showers, droughts and related energy
shortages, etc. (you’re paying for it now, baby!), with all
the loss of life, are only a preview of what is to come.

Surviving massive death and destruction will make you
feel more alive! You’ve been forewarned. You can do it.
The records of this approximately 7 years of turmoil
before each regular passing are part of biblical record
from at least the last three times it sailed by Earth.
The Jewish exodus and Noah’s great flood would be
the last and third-to-last passing of X. With ancient
historical, archeological science, weather, seismic
data, and a small observatory, you don’t need
prophecy to predict that the same cycle of events are
happening again now during X’s current approach.
You’d be clueless to ignore it! This is but a
minor taste of what the passage will be like. And yet
even these relatively small events are the cause of
many fatalities and much destruction. Several areas of
the world will begin to be severely affected as the
date of passing inches nearer, so don’t think you can
wait until the last minute and then jet away safely.
Time is short. Now, in May 2001, X is 2 years away and
approaching from Orion. Check it out for yourself, man!
Find an Observatory and get someone to help you. Go and
do a careful analysis of the world’s weather and seismic
activity over the last 5 years and see for yourself how
dramatically things have changed from before that time.
Then think about the media’s explanation of global
heating and cooling or Sun cycles. Understand that
one volcano can put up more hydrocarbons with one
eruption than our worldwide dirty civilization can in
a year. So we are the cause of only a minor part of
the changes Earth is experiencing, and certainly have
nothing to do with the up-tick in the seismic and
volcanic activity over the last few years.
Government Posts Picture of Planet X
on the Internet, July 2001!
Well, this is the latest addition to this book. Apparently
a relatively quiet stir was beginning to brew because of the
number of sightings of Planet X from uncontrolled
observatories early in 2001. Now guess what the powers
that be went and did? In order to quiet the rumblings and
concerns, a picture of X was posted on the net to save
face. Aren’t you thankful that they’d be so kind and
considerate? Now, do you think they mislabeled X or told
the truth straight out as they know it? Think hard now.
This is multiple choice and you have two choices.
I’m sorry, I’m laughing out loud as I write this. Here’s
what they called it: “2001 KX76, large reddish chunk of
something, Kuiper Belt Object”. I think the disinformation
crew stayed up all night, smoking funny cigarettes and
worrying about what they were going to call it, then they
finally agreed to label it everything they could think of and
nothing at all. “Large reddish chunk of something” is my
favorite part of the label they came up with for X. This is
the part of the bull that is trying to say “we really truly
don’t know what it is, believe us please.”
Because X is still far away, it of course appears
small. So, these slick Willies are trying to say, it is
instead relatively small and close now. Well if this object
is close and in Pluto’s neighborhood, why haven’t we
seen it before? Why is it red? Why did it conveniently
show up in the exact same part of the heavens as
Planet X was spotted a few weeks earlier coming in
from the Orion Galaxy? If it is so easy to see now,
why wasn’t it shown to us earlier? Are you thinking
about these questions at all!? Disinformation equals lie.
Lie equals cover-up. Cover-up equals conspiracy.
Conspiracy is that dirty word we’ve all been preprogrammed
to turn our heads away from and snicker at in disbelief.
It’s time to embrace and romance one conspiracy in
your life if you have any desire to keep yours!
Alas, large approaching objects that seem small at first,
appear larger over time as they get closer. A year from now,
when X appears larger in size because it’s much closer, they
are going to have to change their story. Hmmm, what new
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nonsense will they dish out next? How will they account for
their changing story? Their BS is going to smell worse and
get funnier as they pile it higher and higher. At a certain
point when X is just a few weeks away, the BS will stink
so bad you’ll just get stone cold silence if you question it.
Ask yourself this question. If this “large reddish chunk
of something” was close, small, and back-lit from our Sun,
why doesn’t it appear brighter? Why does it look dull red?
Here’s an explanation you won’t hear from NASA.
Maybe it’s a slow smoldering brown dwarf star that
generates its own dull red light deep in space from the
molten fissures on the surface of its crust? Anyway, here
is their picture of X [not shown]. Take a good look and
read what they have to say, if you like fairy tales. I’ll
give them credit for their sincere title above the picture.
Lies are more believable when labeled with the truth.
“LARGE OBJECT DISCOVERED ORBITING SUN”.
Large Object Discovered Orbiting Sun
By Larry O’Hanlon, Discovery News, 7/3/01
The discovery of a large reddish chunk of
something orbiting in Pluto’s neighborhood has reignited the idea that there may be more than nine
planets in the solar system. Then again, it could also
mean there are only eight planets, depending on your
point of view. What the discoverers are calling 2001
KX76 might be one of the largest “Kuiper Belt Objects”
or KBOs found in what is essentially a second asteroid
belt beyond the orbit of Neptune. Initial reports give
2001 KX76 a diameter of 900 to 1200 kilometers—roughly
the size of Pluto’s moon, Charon. Pluto itself, it should
be noted, is smaller than our own Moon.
Because KBOs are believed to have very elongated
orbits around the Sun, they spend a lot of time on dark,
centuries-long excursions into deep space. That makes
them very hard to find, said astronomer Robert Millis,
director of the Lowell Observatory, which was involved
in the discovery. Astronomers at the Lowell
Observatory have teamed up with colleagues from MIT
and the Large Binocular Telescope Observatory to hunt
for KBOs on the less remote parts of their orbits. “There
are certainly lots of (KBOs) in distant parts of their
orbits now and we can’t detect them,” said Millis.
The possibility that 2001 KX76 has big brothers and
sisters again raises the thorny question of what can be
called a planet and what cannot. So far there is no good
definition of exactly what is a planet, said astronomer Brian
Marsden of Harvard University’s Minor Planet Center. The
matter only gets more confusing when you add KBOs and
free-floating planets discovered outside our solar system.
Historically, Pluto was designated a planet when it was
discovered in the 1930s because it was thought to be much
larger than it is, Marsden said. The 900-kilometer-wide
asteroid Ceres was also considered a planet when it was
discovered, until its siblings were turned up and revealed
the existence of the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter.
If 2001 KX76 is any indication of larger KBOs out there, it
might also lead to the demotion of Pluto from puniest planet
to king of KBOs, said Marsden. Millis prefers a third
alternative: “There may exist a new class of planets.”
http://dsc.discovery.com/news/briefs/20010702/
kuiper.html#
I couldn’t even get this new updated version of this
book out before the fantasy fellas or rather the
disinformation crew went and changed their stories
about X already. It looks like Planet X has already grown
in estimated size from 1200 kilometers or roughly 545
miles across to now as much as 870 miles in diameter.
When will this diameter range increase next? They’ve
also added to the long list of funny labels. They’re now
calling it a “Giant Asteroid”, an “icy rock”, a “spherical
space rock”, a “minor planet” and a “Giant space rock”.
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They even say it’s “THE LARGEST ASTEROID EVER
FOUND”. Wow. Good for them! They found that piece of
paper with the additional BS labels for X which they
dropped on the floor that night with the cigarette roaches.
http://www.eso.org/outreach/press-rel/pr-2001/
phot-27-01.html#note3
Pay close attention to these articles. Sometimes the
most difficult thing to explain away is just completely
left out when piling lie on top of lie. The hardest thing
for them to explain away is its color. It’s not mentioned
in these new articles at all. It is RED! Where do they
point that out here? They don’t. “The large reddish
chunk of something” suddenly has no color.
Asteroids are usually all different kinds of shapes.
It also happens to be spherical or round. I wonder why?
This object just grew in size in less than a month. They say
it is the “largest asteroid ever found now”. Well at least
they are giving it an up-tick in status it deserves.
Wasn’t this object in Pluto’s neighborhood a few
weeks ago? Now it is “far out in the Solar System”.
Are these guys confused or just nervous as hell and
trying to say everything they can about it except
what they know is the truth? If X was found in May, why
did they wait till August to disclose it? Why did they lay
the blame of the initial find on two separate Observatories
in different parts of the world both back in the month of
May? Did it take them that long to decide what sort of BS
was going to be printed alongside of the picture? Hmmm.
Again, why is there no mention of this object being
Red? Is all this sounding fishy to you yet? The
astronomer David C. Jewett makes an interesting
statement that sums it all up. “Size doesn’t matter.”
So, lets go ahead and ignore the elephant that just
walked over the hill in our vicinity. In quotes is one
thing Dave had to say, “It fits in with a pattern”—yes,
of large red elephants that walk in our backyard.
In the movie Swordfish John Travolta’s character
teaches the audience how powerful a tool redirecting
attention is. Introducing the new virtual telescope is a
simple technique to redirect your attention. Naming
Planet X the “Largest Asteroid” is just too alarming
by itself. So they turn your minds attention away from the
Giant Red Elephant in our big backyard toward the new
pair of binoculars they found it with. This simple
redirecting of your attention away from X to the scope
is supposed to help hide several items that have
changed from the first disclosure in early July 2001.
First, that X’s size estimates have increased to the point
where it is now being given the label “Largest Asteroid”.
The latest picture posted of it shows its color to be
blue instead of red. In the July disclosure the statement
“large reddish chunk of something” was used. Now there
is no mention of its red color and it’s suddenly blue. Brown
dwarfs are red. If they determined it was time to say it’s the
“Largest Asteroid”—it’s going to get a lot more attention
than the first disclosure. They determined this was the time
to get rid of the red color to stop speculation around it
being a brown dwarf with all the new eyes on its size.
In the BBC disclosure/article there is a heading that is
titled “NO DANGER”. Why would they mention danger if
it’s just an asteroid out in deep space? I tell you, I am
completely reassured for my safety now that I’ve read “NO
DANGER”. I was worried for a minute until I read this
quote: “This asteroid is one of the ones we should be least
afraid of.” Yea, right. Whenever I see the government(s)
describing anything, I develop my concern directly in
proportion to the basket full of frivolous descriptions and
statements purporting no concern! Under the heading
“NO DANGER” they say X is an “icy rock”. Ask
yourself this question. If this is an icy rock, why is it
red!? Could it be a red snow cone maybe? Bloody red ice
is what these guys have been drinking trying to cover this
up. Myself and one friend could have done a better job of

creating a cover story to hide this planet. Jesus, what a
bunch of bungling fools. Ok, I’m being judgmental to the
negative. Perhaps they were told to print one thing and
wrote another, so that thinking rational people could see
what they were doing and prepare for Planet X’s
passage. The last line in the BBC article says that a new
mythological name for the object is forthcoming. May I
suggest “Nibiru”. (Translates into “planet of passing”;
Planet X’s name from ancient Sumierian text)
Giant Asteroid Found Far Out In Solar System
By Frank D. Roylance, Baltimore Sun Staff, 8/26/01
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Now here is how the BBC in Europe carried it.
By Helen Briggs, BBC News Online
A giant space rock has entered the record books as the
largest known asteroid. European astronomers confirmed on
Friday that a distant object seen circling our star near Pluto
had broken a 200-year-old record. The previous incumbent
was the asteroid Ceres which was discovered in 1801.
People who believe that Pluto is just a minor planet will
have more proof now. Lars Lindberg Christensen of the
Hubble European Space Agency. The new object is much
bigger, about half the size of Pluto, and is very distant from
the Earth. The asteroid was first spotted in May by
astronomers at the Cerro Tololo Observatory, Chile. Followup studies put its size at 1200 kilometres or more across.
Major and minor
The asteroid is of great interest to astronomers not just
because of its massive size but because it could shed light
on the debate over Pluto’s classification as a major planet.
Some astronomers believe that Pluto, the smallest planet in
the Solar System, is not big enough to be considered a
true planet and should instead be called a minor planet.
Lars Lindberg Christensen of the Hubble European
Space Agency Information Centre, Garching, Germany,
said the discovery added weight to this argument.
“People who believe that Pluto is just a minor planet will
have more proof now,” he told BBC News Online.
‘No danger’
The icy rock is very distant from the Earth. Mr.
Christensen said there was no “apparent danger” that it
could ever collide with our planet. “This asteroid is one
of the ones we should be least afraid of,” he said.
Kuiper Belt Objects
Icy planetary bodies that orbit beyond Neptune in the
distant region of the Solar System. More than 400 such
objects are currently known. They are believed to be
remnants of the formation of the Solar System and among
the most primitive objects available for study. The
observations were carried out at the European Southern
Observatory with the world’s first operational “virtual
telescope”, Astrovirtel. “The concept of a virtual telescope
is a highly sophisticated science tool that mines all
of the databases to find answers to questions,” said
Mr. Christensen. The technology allows astronomers
to combine data from conventional telescopes with a
powerful search tool. The asteroid has been designated
2001 KX76 for the time being but will eventually get a real
name. As a Kuiper Belt Object, it must be given a
mythological name associated with creation.

European scientists say object near Pluto’s orbit
is biggest of its kind.
For 200 years the giant asteroid Ceres has held the
title as the largest known “minor planet” in the solar
system. Ceres is a spherical space rock orbiting in the
asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. It is nearly 600
miles in diameter, roughly the distance from Baltimore to
Chicago. Now a team of European astronomers is
claiming that Ceres has been eclipsed in size by a newly
discovered object, found near the orbit of Pluto.
The new asteroid could be as big as 870 miles
across, according to calculations by a team led by
Gerhard Hahn of the German Aerospace Center in Berlin.
The team’s news release called the data “decisive...
relegating [Ceres] to second place after holding the
asteroid size record for two hundred years.”
Not so fast, said Brian Marsden, director of the
International Astronomical Union’s Minor Planet
Center. He said an asteroid’s size can’t be
precisely determined without first knowing both its
distance and its brightness, or reflectivity—also
called its “albedo”. The Europeans have securely
fixed the object’s orbit and distance, he said.
Too soon to tell
But “it’s a little premature for them to boldly come
along and give a size, when they’re still assuming an
albedo”. More precise observations are needed, he said.
The new asteroid was discovered in May by a team led by
Robert L. Millis, director of the Lowell Observatory in
Flagstaff, Arizona. It was temporarily dubbed 2001
KX76. It was found in an orbit beyond Neptune,
about 4 billion miles from the Sun, in the inner
regions of a vast, icy realm of the outer solar system
called the Kuiper Belt. The discovery team made a
preliminary estimate of KX76’s diameter of between 595 and
788 miles, or about half the size of the planet Pluto.
Estimated sizes, size quotes,
More precise calculation
locations (or a sampling of BS)
Thursday, however, the European Space Agency
Information Center announced a more precise orbital
—THE LARGEST ASTEROID EVER FOUND
calculation for KX76 using a “virtual telescope” to digitally
—900 to 1200 kilometers
search for the asteroid on star photos taken years ago.
—595 and 788 miles across
Coupled to the same assumptions about KX76’s brightness,
—600 miles in diameter, roughly the distance from
the new orbital data boosted the asteroid’s presumed
diameter to between 744 and 868 miles. Both KX76’s Baltimore to Chicago
—Roughly the size of Pluto’s moon Charon
discoverers and the Europeans assumed that the asteroid’s
—half the size of Pluto
albedo lay somewhere between those of another Kuiper Belt
—distant object seen circling our star near Pluto
asteroid, called 20,000 Varuna, and a typical comet
—about 4 billion miles from the Sun
nucleus from that region of the solar system.
—one of the largest “Kuiper Belt Objects” or KBOs
David C. Jewitt, an astronomer at the University of
—smaller than our own Moon
Hawaii and co-discoverer last year of the Ceres-sized
—near the orbit of Pluto
Varuna, said it makes no difference to science whether
—in a second asteroid belt beyond the orbit of Neptune
KX76 is bigger than Ceres. “It’s just a record-keeping
—massive size
thing,” he said. The real importance of KX76’s size, he
—size can’t be precisely determined
said, is that it “fits in with a pattern”. More than 400
—very distant from the Earth
Kuiper Belt objects of various sizes have been found
—beyond Neptune in the distant region of the Solar System
since 1992. “And that size distribution probably extends
all the way up to Pluto [1,426 miles in diameter] and
If ever there was a smoking gun of a cover-up here
probably includes Pluto as one of those bodies,” he
said. And, he said, “it’s quite possible there are a few it is. There happens to be dozens of articles about this
2001 KX76 now. Here is a clip from one. It has now been
objects bigger than Pluto waiting to be found.”
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confirmed that they have records of this object going
back at least 18 years. If it was fainter and smaller back
then, now it’s clearer, larger and getting closer.
Why do they say it was first discovered back in
May 2001 by two separate observatories in different
parts of the globe? If you ask them I’m sure you’ll get
an ear full of credentialed official-sounding nonsense.
Just to drive my point in a little deeper and twist,
wasn’t it exactly 18 years ago on the last day of 1983 that
the chief scientist of the IRAS satellite announced they’d
found the 10th planet to 6 daily newspapers? I think the
Keystone Cops are in charge of this conspiracy. They
admittedly have 18 years worth of data on 2001 KX76 and
the 10th planet was officially found 18 years ago.
The first two articles back in early July 2001
mention it being red. There’s a picture that shows it to
be red to go with the article. This red object stands out
in a sea of blue ones like a sore thumb. The half dozen
new articles in August don’t mention it being red at all.
Now there’s a new picture to go with the new
disinformation. When my son was growing up he
described everything to me as happening suddenly.
Well suddenly 2001 KX76 or whatever nonsense name they
give it is BLUE! Too many slow smoldering brown dwarfs
are red perhaps? Maybe they had to change the color in
midstream to deflect the brown dwarf questions?
In the entire list of speculative names they gave this
object not one time could they say it was possibly a brown
dwarf star. They don’t sound too sure of themselves so
why not mention brown dwarf as a possibility also? Is it a
bad word? Now all of a sudden we have the “largest
asteroid ever recorded” and it’s growing, changing colors
and shifting locations. X is red. It’s just too difficult to
explain away the color and not mention the possibility of it
being a smoldering brown dwarf. So why not go and doctor
the picture to make it look blue. Sounds good to me.
If somebody asks about it, we’ve got a whole new
paragraph of double-speak ready and waiting to
explain away the new color. At least now we won’t
have to mention the new color in the latest articles
because most other objects along side of it are the same
new color blue. It’s difficult to bite my tongue and not say
what I think of these people behind this cover-up. Here’s
the piece that admits they have pictures from 18 years ago.
The latest is this. The label 2001 KX76 has been
used to identify at least two separate objects near where
Planet X is coming in from. The orbital elements have
changed. On the back cover you can see the original
double red image from July 2001; one is Planet X. So,
this is one the techniques that NASA is using to hide
X. To find the latest coordinates, used successfully
severals times this year (2001) to find X, go here:
http://www.zetatalk.com/usenet/use90207.htm
The search was successful: The astronomers were able
to find several photographic plates on which faint images
of 2001 KX76 could be identified—some of these plates had
been obtained as early as 1982. The exact sky positions
were measured and with accurate positional data now
available over a time span of no less than 18 years.
From: Mark Hazlewood
To: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/preparation2003
Date: Friday, Oct 12, 2001 3:52 pm
Subject: 2001 KX76 (Labelled on e-group “Thank You
all for your support”)
Somebody recently asked about 2001 KX76; I’m
not taking the time to go check who, but I want to
thank you for that question. Because of Sol’s
answer, ZT, a personal friend of mine—and an
astronomer in Italy, I’ve added and changed part of
my text to reflect a new level of understanding about
how the disinfo-boys are handling this at NASA.

I just got that in under the wire today before the
books got printed. A professional computer programmer
friend blew up the pictures of the old red 2001 KX76 and
the new one blue one until they were an inch wide. He
told me several weeks ago they were absolutely not the
same object. I listened, and filed it away in my head, and
did not follow up on it. Next an astronomer in Italy told
me the orbit elements were taken down at the Harvard
site for 2001 KX76, for a few days, and then reposted
different. It still didn’t hit me yet. Not until the
question and answer from Sol/ZT came up on this list
did all these things sink in. The new 2001 KX76 was not
Planet X. Well, I’m glad this realization came in time
enough for me to make a quick change to the text.
THANK YOU
I want to thank John Couch Adams, Urbain Le Verrier,
and David Todd for determining that the perturbations or
deviations of Uranus portend another planet in our
solar system. Their work was done in the mid-1800s.
Many others followed with the same conclusions.
Thanks goes to Percival Lowell for his insight and
determination to find the 10th planet was so great, he
built a small observatory in Arizona to do so about a
century ago. He would have been proud to have found
out that his own Lowell Observatory was one of the
first PRIVATE observatories around the world to have
spotted Planet X early on in 2001. I wonder what Lowell
would have thought about how the coordinates were
obtained? The intuitive Nancy Lieder, who claims to
have telepathic communication with a group of aliens
known as zetas/greys, supplied the coordinates. No
matter how obtained, it’s the success that counts.
Thanks to Gerry Neugebauer, who was the chief
scientist of the IRAS satellite. Before the media clampdown,
he publicly spoke to 6 daily newspapers informing everyone
they had found the 10th planet, the last day in 1983.
United States Naval Observatory astronomers Dr.
Thomas C. Van Flandern and Dr. Richard Harrington, thank
you very much for all your work. They had the technology
at their fingertips, at the right time, and publicly announced
their certainty of having found Planet X. Sometimes a
martyr is needed to shine a brighter light and bring
greater attention to an extremely important issue.
The largest thanks again goes to Dr. Richard
Harrington for paying that ultimate price.
I also acknowledge the “gangsters that rule our
world” crowd, for their part in creating this martyr.
From their extensive mortal options menu, a so-called
accident was chosen—sure, right.
President Vladimir Putin and Russia’s parliamentary
leaders deserve a special thanks for publicly revealing what
they expect to happen in 2003. They may be part of the
“gangsters of our world” crowd, but they obviously don’t
care what the other gangsters think, say or tell them about
silence! They govern their own country, and do and say
what they want, when they want. I’ve got to admire that. I
hope they’ll create a better place for themselves after “the
massive population shrinkage” they say is expected.
Thanks go to Andrei Shukshin for writing this story and
to Reuters wire service for broadcasting it, Sept. 13, 2000.
I also want to thank the disinformation crew or
media controllers for selfish reasons. They’ve done a
great job of keeping this story out of the public’s eye.
The information that is available has been muddied up
to the extent that most still won’t consider, understand,
accept or see it yet. Thanks for sacrificing millions of
lives so I can still go cash checks at the bank today. I
do hope to put a kink in their plans with my work here
so the house of cards or financial/money/real estate
markets of the world collapse a little more quickly than
they’ve got planned. Having said that, my gut feelings
tell me their plans will not be changed in the slightest
and have factored myself and others like me in already.
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So, I’m just another proverbial fly in the ointment.
I’ve got to give credit to Richard W. Noone, who wrote
the book 5/5/2000, Ice: The Ultimate Disaster.
He didn’t quite get the correct reason for the
pending calamity but only missed the time frame by
3 years. He did 20 times the research I did in areas
parallel to my own. If anyone doubts in the slightest
that there is not enough scientific or historical
evidence of past cataclysms, you’re just ignoring it.
Go read his book, and while you’re at it, Pole Shift,
by John White. In fact, I absolutely stand on the
shoulders of John, Richard and a host of others,
which I’ll mention in the back pages. If you truly want
to verify the science, history and regularity of these
coming events, just start sifting through their
reference pages to begin with.
Thanks goes out to the fumbling disinformation crew
that have already changed the size, names, locations, and
color of Planet X since it was first reported by them in July
2001. They’ve given the blame of finding X to different
observatories in May of 2001 and then went ahead and
informed us they had data from 18 years ago. What color
and size will it be next? Largest asteroid ever found, huh?
Could you be any more obvious? Nice job!
Delores Cannon has written several books of which
I’ve read most. Thank you for your work, Delores. Her
3-volume set of Conversations with Nostradamus is the
only collection of books about Nostradamus I’d consider
accurate. My mother Naomi paid for Delores to put me
under hypnosis a few years ago. I arrogantly thought I
couldn’t be hypnotized. The hypnotic visions I
described—of a large comet-looking object passing
overhead and thousands standing around on rolling
green hilltops looking at it—will forever be with me. I
admit to being embarrassed about the whole experience
and wouldn’t talk about it for a year afterwards. Then I
knew nothing of Planet X or its connection to Earth
changes. I thought the whole experience was just a silly
figment of my imagination at the time. So, in addition to
thanks, I guess an apology is in order to Delores. What
I once thought was a complete nonsensical hypnotic
session and a waste of my time, turned out to be a
significant point in my awakening to Planet X.
To the ancient cultures that left so many clues,
fabulous information and several descriptive names for
Planet X, I bow down and salute all of you. I wonder
what our culture missed, that you all discovered and
knew of, which got lost in time and calamity.
Planet X and Earth deserve credit here too. Every
time they meet on the fly, a whole world of evidence is
created identifying the time frame of their chancy
encounter. The work of many archeological crews and
the hard scientific studies they’ve produced are too
numerous to mention. These disciplined people deserve
so much thanks for all their hard work in uncovering the
rather obvious signs and clues over and over again.
My appreciative readers deserve my love and
thanks for the confirming material they keep sending me
from a wider variety of sources than even I thought
existed. Reading their over-the-top reviews and ‘thank
yous’ has motivated me to rewrite and add to the
material. It really makes my heart sing to think I could
be a cog in the big machine that helped a few.
I must lastly thank author “Mary Summer Rain”
and of course “No Eyes”, who was her Native
American mentor, for their work together. Two books
of many authored by Mary I want to mention,
Phoenix Rising and Daybreak. To get a glimpse of
man’s peaceful future, the Earth changes, and what it
means to be completely connected, read Phoenix
Rising. No Eyes could see the coming changes with
perfect clarity. She may have been blind, but I can
only hope to see as clearly as she did one day.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
U.S. EXPANDS ITS PRESENCE
ACROSS THE GLOBE
By Ewen MacAskill, The Guardian—UK, 03/08/02
Today, almost six months after the attacks on
New York and Washington, the U.S. is putting in
place a network of forward bases stretching from
the Middle East across the entire length of Asia,
from the Red Sea to the Pacific.
U.S. forces are active in the biggest array of
countries since the Second World War. Troops, sailors
and airmen are now established in countries where they
have never before had a presence. The aim is to provide
platforms from which to launch attacks on any group
perceived by George Bush to be a danger to the U.S.
Footage released by the Pentagon this week of U.S.
combat soldiers in the field in eastern Afghanistan
graphically illustrated the extent to which the U.S.
has totally overcome its decade-long horror of
putting troops on the ground.
Forward bases are rapidly multiplying. Washington
announced at the weekend the establishment of yet
another base in Central Asia, a region where before
September 11 there was no U.S. presence. The new
base will be at Manas in Kyrgystan.
Until recently, U.S. troops in that country would
have been unthinkable, both as a former part of the
Soviet Union and also close to the Chinese border. The
base will have 3,000 personnel—troops, communications
specialists and technical support—and combat aircraft.
According to defence analysts, the intention is to have
a host of such forward bases—manned by a few thousand
troops and technicians all year round—that can provide
support for huge reinforcements as required. These bases
are being built in or near any country that Mr. Bush
decides constitutes “a clear and present danger”.
Tim Garden, an associate fellow of the Londonbased Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIIA), said
yesterday: “Everyone was expecting, when the Bush
administration came in, that it would see America draw
into itself and concentrate on long-range capability and
reducing its presence on the ground.”
“Instead, they are looking at forward basing in
lots of areas that may be of use to them for
operations in the future.”
The long and growing list of bases underlines the
extent to which the U.S. has shifted from the
Black Hawk Down era, when the ugly scenes that
accompanied the killing of U.S. soldiers in Somalia
in 1993 so scarred the American psyche that the
then president, Bill Clinton, vowed never again to
commit ground troops abroad if there was any
chance of them sustaining casualties.
In support of U.S. forces fighting in Afghanistan,
the U.S. has established bases, each manned by
3,000 troops, in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. U.S.
troops are also stationed in Pakistan, close both to
the Afghan and Iranian borders.
The U.S. administration says publicly that it
will leave the Central Asian bases after the “war
on terrorism” is over but privately officials admit
they are there to stay.

As well as bases, the U.S. is sending in military
advisers to a host of countries. In another move into
the former Soviet empire, the U.S. announced in the
last week that it is to send to Georgia up to 200
advisers plus Huey helicopters to help battle elements
of al-Qaida as well as Chechen rebels.
The U.S., in its hunt for al-Qaida fighters, has
been patrolling the waters that encompass
Pakistan, Yemen and Somalia. Within the last
week, Saana, the Yemeni news agency, disclosed
that the U.S. is to send 100 military advisers to
Yemen to help its republican guard take on tribal
leaders alleged to be sympathetic to Osama bin Laden.
U.S. Special Forces are believed to be in the
Sudan working with opposition groups from
Somalia, gathering information about possible alQaida supporters in Somalia.
In the Philippines, 660 U.S. soldiers are
helping to train and equip 3,800 Filipino soldiers in
the fight against Islamist rebels, the Abu Sayyaf
group, in the mountainous island of Basilan.
Ivo Daadler, an international affairs specialist at the
Brookings Institute in Washington, disputed that Mr.
Bush had ever been isolationist. He said Mr. Bush was
opposed only to the kind of humanitarian interventionism
of the Clinton administration in places such as the
Balkans, Haiti and Somalia, but not to intervention in
what Mr. Bush regarded as America’s interest.
Like the Cold War, he predicted the war will last for
years, if not decades, and will be “all-consuming”.
There will be further bases if Mr. Bush resorts
to force to implement the policy decision to
remove the Iraqi president, Saddam Hussein. The
build-up of U.S. forces in the Middle East will
dwarf the 50,000 U.S. servicemen at present
operating between the Red Sea and the Philippines.
Saudi Arabia, already keen to see the U.S. pull
out of its existing bases in the kingdom, is unlikely
to allow the U.S. to launch an attack on Iraq
from its territory. Instead, the U.S. will have to
look elsewhere, to Kuwait and Turkey.
The bases: Afghanistan—Combat role; Pakistan—
Bases; Uzbekistan—Base; Tajikistan—Base;
Kyrgystan—Base; Georgia—Military advisers and base;
Philippines—Military advisers; Red Sea—Naval patrols;
Yemen—Military advisers; Sudan—Military advisers in
preparation for action in Somalia; Saudi Arabia—Base;
Kuwait—U.S. will need to beef up presence if action is
taken against Iraq; and Turkey—U.S. will need bigger
bases in the country if action is taken against Iraq.
[JR: The U.S. is establishing a presence and
building bases in countries that in fact we have
invaded. The U.S. is relying on Special Forces
and advisors to train and equip opposition groups
to impose our control in these regions. This is in
total opposition to the ideals our country was
founded on. Our ancestors fought for freedom,
independence and for the protection of the rights
of the individual. America was once a nation that
the people of the world admired and hoped to
emulate. When we Americans allowed our
government to abandon its position of neutrality
we invited in foreign influences that have
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undermined and reversed our position in world
affairs. What the U.S. now represents to the
world is a regime that is corrupt and dangerous
and which will in time go the way of all despots.]
REPORT: HUNDREDS OF U.S. TROOPS
HAVE ARRIVED IN YEMEN
WORLD TRIBUNE.COM, 03/11/02
LONDON—U.S. soldiers have been sent to Yemen
to help in a search-and-destroy operation against alQaida insurgents, Arab diplomatic sources said.
The sources said 200 to 400 American soldiers
arrived in Sanaa over the last two weeks and are
taking up positions in the northern and eastern
parts of the country.
The London-based Al Hayat daily reported that most
of the U.S. troops are under the supervision of the CIA.
The newspaper said the U.S. military force is meant to
help Yemen track and capture al-Qaida insurgents.
The regime of Yemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh
has denied reports that up to 600 U.S. troops have
entered the country, Middle East Newsline reported.
But Yemeni government sources acknowledged that at
least 100 U.S. military trainers are meant to arrive in the
country to help direct the effort against al-Qaida.
The reports come on the eve of a 10-day
Middle East tour by U.S. Vice President Richard
Cheney. Cheney is expected to visit 12 countries,
including Yemen, in an effort to bolster Arab
cooperation against al-Qaida and its Islamic allies
as well to form a coalition against Iraq.
Last week, U.S. Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld said U.S. military personnel have been
deployed in Yemen. Rumsfeld said Washington
intends to prevent al-Qaida from converting Yemen
into its next base of operations.
“People ask why we’re in Yemen,” Rumsfeld said.
“My answer is, would you like Yemen to become the
next Afghanistan? I think nobody wants that to happen,
and goodness knows the Yemeni government does not.”
On Friday, a senior U.S. defense official voiced
concern that al-Qaida insurgents are fleeing to Yemen.
The official pointed to the bombing of the USS
Cole in Aden in October 2000, an attack attributed
to Saudi fugitive Osama bin Laden.
“Given it’s bin Laden’s father’s historical
homeland, it is another place where we think alQaida members might flee,” the official said.
[JR: The U.S. had begun secret operations in
Yemen before Oct. 12, 2000 when the USS Cole
was attacked and made the headlines. We had
begun operations to set up a listening post for
surveillance and to monitor the ship traffic
through the Gulf of Aden into the Red Sea.
Having accomplished that, we now find it
necessary to have a U.S. presence in Somalia,
which just happens to be just across the Gulf of
Aden from Yemen. The CIA is supervising and
engaging the U.S. military in their covert
operations with the excuse that we are preventing
future al-Qaida incursions in the region. The alQaida has replaced the elusive bin Laden as
America’s war cry to expand our War on
Terrorism. Don’t be surprised if our next move
is to establish bases in the Sudan and Ethiopia
which are located along the Red Sea. These
bases would be used to monitor Egypt and Saudi
Arabia whom the CIA considers as unreliable
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allies. Defense Sec. Rumsfeld, a little man with
the big power, seems to have developed a
Napoleanic complex. He takes offence to those
who question him and ask, “why are we doing
this?” If the press read CONTACT and the
American Free Press, they wouldn’t have to ask!]
TWO MINDS IN YEMEN ABOUT U.S. TIES
By Michael Slackman, LA TIMES, 03/14/02
SANA, Yemen—When it comes to helping the
United States in its war on terror, Yemen is
behaving somewhat like a suspect who confesses
only because there is a gun pointed at his head.
That, at least, is the picture painted by one of the
country’s most influential leaders.
“We have surrendered to the United States
because it is the strongest in the world,” Abdullah
Hussein Ahmar, speaker of parliament and head of
the nation’s most powerful tribe, said in an
interview Tuesday at his home.
This, in all probability, will not be the message
conveyed directly to Vice President Dick Cheney when
he makes a very brief appearance here today as part of
his swing through the Middle East. Instead, he is likely
to hear President Ali Abdullah Saleh repeat his firm and
unconditional support for the war on terrorism and his
appreciation for Washington’s military assistance in the
form of a small contingent of U.S. troops. But if
Cheney were to spend any length of time in this sliver
of a nation at the foot of the Arabian Peninsula, he
would pick up on a far more ambiguous attitude, one
that recognizes the futility of opposing the world’s only
remaining superpower but is also deeply distrustful of
Washington’s aims and objectives.
On the issue of Iraq, for instance, he would hear
many people say there is no love for President
Saddam Hussein, but there is great anger at the
United States for continuing to bomb a sovereign Arab
state while maintaining sanctions that are perceived to
punish civilians, not the regime.
“65% of Yemenis welcome U.S.,” read a recent
headline in the English-language Yemen Observer.
“Public opposes U.S. presence,” read another recent
headline in the English-language Yemen Times.
Both are correct, reflecting the split in the Yemeni
psyche. Yemenis want the social, political and economic
benefits that cooperation with America might bring, yet
they would also like to see the United States brought to
its knees for supporting Israel.…
Perhaps the best example of the mental
contortions taking place here involves the pending
arrival of U.S. troops, who will train Yemen’s
military in anti-terror operations.
“We will not accept any American military,” Ahmar
said.… “We do not welcome them, and we will not.”
Asked about the U.S. troops who are coming to do
the training, and the troops already here to pave the way
for the pending forces, he said: “That is something
different. They are trainers. They are experts.”…
When terrorists hit the United States on Sept. 11,
Yemen’s government unequivocally condemned the
attacks. But the country’s rough and isolated terrain,
and its traditional tribal structure, had made it a
perfect haven for al-Qaida operatives. Yemen had to
choose, quickly, between becoming a target in the
U.S. war on terror or a partner.
It chose the latter, perhaps mindful of what
happened in 1990, when Yemen opposed the U.S.-

led effort to liberate Kuwait from Iraq.
Just one year later, international financial aid to
Yemen had dropped dramatically—with the U.S. alone
cutting its support from $22 million to $3 million.
Yemen, the poorest country on the Arabian Peninsula,
couldn’t afford to take that route again.
So the leadership said it would work with
America. But even members of President Saleh’s
ruling party, the General People’s Congress,
recognize the fine line he must walk.
“It would have been much better if what is taking
place now took place 30 years ago before satellite dishes
are showing what is happening,” said Sultan Barakani,
leader of the GPC’s parliamentary caucus.
“What we are afraid of is that such Arab regimes
will collapse one after the other,” he said, “and that
the people will go against their leadership due to the
stand of the United States [with Israel].”
It is this fear that has leaders such as Ahmar so
ambivalent. “What is between us and the United States
is friendship.” But when asked whether he welcomed
Cheney’s visit, he replied, “The visitor who wants to
visit, we cannot refuse it, whether we want him or not.”
[JR: I hope it starts to sink into the consciousness
of Americans that our country no longer operates
on the principles of truth, honor and trust. Our
“cooperative coalition” is based on coercion, deceit
and deception and bribes of American aid along with
the unwanted presence of U.S. military troops in
sovereign countries. The goal of the triad coalition
of the U.S., Israel and Britain is to weaken
Arab/Muslim regimes and to create their downfall
through political unrest and dissent by their own
people. They will then step in and put in place
their hand-picked leaders who will guarantee
compliance and control of the region with Israel
as their warden. Will the Triad for Globalism
win in this game of dominoes that is designed
to collapse sovereign nations?] [PW: And what
will be the results of the U.S.-fostered wedge
being driven between the peoples and the
governments of nations like Yemen?]
TOPPLING HUSSEIN WRONG,
MUBARAK ADVISES CHENEY
By Tom Raum, Daily News, 03/14/02
SHARM EL-SHEIK, Egypt (AP)—Egyptian leader
Hosni Mubarak told visiting U.S. Vice President Dick
Cheney on Wednesday that he believes Iraq is close to
agreeing on the return of UN weapons inspectors.
But at a news conference at this Red Sea resort,
Mubarak voiced opposition to any U.S. plan to topple
Iraq’s Saddam Hussein, just as Jordan’s King Abdullah
II had during Cheney’s visit to Jordan on Tuesday.
“It is of vital importance to maintain the sovereignty
and territorial integrity of Iraq. This is a must for
preserving regional stability,” Mubarak said.
One of Cheney’s missions on his 11-nation
tour of the Middle East is to make a case for
widening the war on terrorism to include Iraq.
But Mubarak suggested that Hussein be given
a final chance to comply with United Nations
resolutions, including those demanding the return
of UN weapons inspectors.
“And I think, as far as my knowledge is, that
he is going to accept the inspectors,” Mubarak
said, without elaboration.
“We are going to meet some of his special
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envoys and tell them that this is a must,” Mubarak
said. “We will try in this direction as far as we
can.
Then after that, if there is nothing
happening, we’ll find out what could be done.”
Publicly, Iraq has given no hint it is prepared to
accept inspectors. Vice President Taha Yassin Ramadan
said Saturday that negotiations with the United Nations
will not lead to Iraq’s agreeing to the inspectors’ return.
Iraqi officials contacted late Wednesday in
Baghdad had no comment on Mubarak’s remarks.
Bush administration officials insist that
inspectors must have a free hand in Iraq, without
any conditions on their freedom of movement.
[JR: V.P. Cheney’s whirlwind tour through the
Middle East has incurred a less than positive
attitude from Jordan, Yemen and Egypt regarding
the U.S.’s initiative in its “war on terrorism”. Iraq
won’t agree to UN inspections because the U.S. will
involve itself and insist that Iraq comply with
conditions that may be regarded as unreasonable
and therefore unacceptable. The U.S. could then
move in unilaterally with U.S. troops to secure
various sites throughout Iraq. The Arab/Muslim
nations have reason to suspect that the U.S. is
implementing Israeli plans of expansion through
the war on terrorism. Iraq is just one of several
Arab countries we need to gain control of.
What spin the Bush administration and the U.S.
media will put on Cheney’s attempts to win over
(un)willing friends will be interesting to see.]
U.S. WITHDRAWS TROOPS
FROM AL-QAIDA FIGHT—
AFGHAN FORCE SPLITS
By Christine Hauser and Stuart Grudgings,
www.rense.com, 03/10/02
GARDEZ/BAGRAM AIR BASE, Afghanistan
(Reuters)—The United States unexpectedly announced
Sunday it was pulling 400 troops out of a battle against
al-Qaida rebels near Gardez as a major split emerged
among Afghan forces involved in the fighting.
In a series of dramatic, rapid-fire developments
in the biggest battle of the five-month-old Afghan
campaign, a U.S. military spokesman said 400 of
1,200 troops in the area were being withdrawn as
part of a repositioning exercise.
“We are repositioning,” said Major Brian Hilferty.
“Operation Anaconda continues,” he said, referring to the
code name for the eight-day-old offensive that has cost
eight U.S. lives since it began just over a week ago.
“This is not over,” he warned. “If I were an alQaida guy, I would not want to go out for a pizza.”
Almost at the same time in Gardez, a major split
opened up among Afghan troops involved in the fighting.
The area’s top local commander, a Pashtun,
demanded hundreds of mainly ethnic Tajiks
reinforcements sent from Kabul be withdrawn from
the battle and sent home.
“We propose to (Afghan interim leader) Mr.
Hamid Karzai to instruct the newcoming troops to go
back to their places of origin,” Commander
Mohammad Ismail, commander of Paktia Province’s
local Pashtun forces, told a news conference.
“I can assure you we obey and support the
interim administration. The point is if the issue of
Shahi Kot (site of the battle) is resolved, (Northern
Commander) Gul Haider’s troops might claim it,
which is what we oppose.”
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“We take this opportunity that the issue of Paktia be
purely left to the people of Paktia,” he said.
The Afghan Ministry of Defense, dominated by
Tajiks, on Friday sent nearly 1,000 mainly ethnic
Tajik forces—including a number commanded by
Haider—from Kabul to join the mainly local
Pashtun forces. Their arrival, with at last 10
tanks, nearly doubled the size of Afghan forces.
The Pashtun forces have been fighting the
several hundred al-Qaida rebels besieged in
mountain caves throughout the U.S.-led “Operation
Anaconda” attack around Shahi Kot.
Ismail is in charge of operations under Afghan
General Atiq Allahuddin, who he said commands
Afghan forces in the U.S. campaign.
The United States uses two airstrips on either
side of the city where the rival Afghan forces are
mainly based.
Asked if the Americans agreed that Haider’s
reinforcements should go home, Ismail said
through a translator:
“The Americans are not involved in the internal
affairs of our country. They are promoting a
policy of anti al-Qaida activity. They have not
occupied us and are not our bosses.”
“They are supporting us in restoring stability.
I stress they are not our bosses. This is an issue
decided by our government.”
The sudden turnarounds happened on a day
when it appeared that after bad weather, U.S.-led
forces were poised for a final assault on what
Afghan leader Karzai has described as the last
major al-Qaida base in Afghanistan.
However there had been rumblings among
some Afghan commanders that they would prefer
to give the several hundred al-Qaida fighters a last
chance to negotiate a surrender before a dangerous
advance across land mine-littered landscape leading
up to bunkers and cave entrances.
“I never favored military means and I still
don’t, as international resolutions have said that all
bloodshed has to cease,” said Commander
Ziauddin, who controls about 100 fighters among
the 1,000 who arrived with tanks last Friday.
“I don’t see why it has to keep going in this
(military) direction,” he told Reuters.
Throughout history, Afghan commanders have
preferred to negotiate surrenders rather than
engage in costly battles. But treaties frequently
collapse within weeks and fighting resumes when
either side has regrouped or gained strength.
The U.S. military says eight U.S. troops and
seven Afghan soldiers have died and there have
been about 100 wounded in what has turned into
the biggest battle of the five-month-old war.
In Kabul, Interior Minister Yunis Qanuni said
the Afghan government backed the U.S. policy of
giving the rebels no quarter.
“Based on the strategy of the interim Afghan
administration, it has been decided to purge them,”
he told reporters.
“A series of operations are under way to
purge them, both by the international coalition and
the Afghan defense ministry. The purging
operation is going successfully.”
U.S. military spokesman Major Bryan Hilferty told
reporters an AC-130 gunship, known as “Puff the Magic
Dragon” because of its thunderous firepower, had
destroyed at least one al-Qaida bunker complex with
rebels in it now that the weather had lifted.
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to assemble in the main square. Palestinian leaders
called on the population to ignore the call.
Israeli troops have rounded up hundreds of fightingage men for interrogation during recent sweeps of
Palestinian refugee camps. On Tuesday the army had
to suspend the practice of marking detainees’ arms with
identifying numbers after a protest led by Yosef Lapid,
a Knesset member and a Holocaust victim.
Colonel Gal Hirsh, the army’s chief of operations in
the central command region, said on Tuesday up to 100
“core terrorists” had been captured in the two-week
offensive involving 20,000 Israeli troops.
In central Ramallah, a few hundred yards from
Mr. Arafat’s compound, the corpse of a suspected
Palestinian collaborator, was strung up by the feet
from a monument.
Two far-right members of Ariel Sharon’s coalition
cabinet announced their resignations, saying he was not
tough enough on the Palestinians.
[JR: It looks like Israel was aware of this U.S.drafted resolution and wanted to secure the
Palestinian town Ramallah in order to have more
leverage should negotiations for secure and
recognized borders between Israel and Palestine be
forced upon Israel. It is doubtful that the U.S., the
UN nor the rest of the world will force Israel to do
anything that isn’t to the benefit of Greater Israel.
What is interesting here is “marking detainees”
arms with identifying numbers. It seems that
Israel is reverting to the atrocities that they
themselves condemned the Nazis for doing.
There has always been an elusive answer to
the logical question as to, “Why would the
victims of the Holocaust be tattooed with
ISRAEL TAKES ARAFAT’S WEST BANK CAPITAL serialized recorded numbers by the Nazis if they
were sent to the camps to be exterminated?”
By Harvey Morris in Jerusalem, Financial Times, 03/13/02 Inquiring minds want to know!]

Karzai said Saturday the U.S.-led forces were near
victory in the Gardez battle and al-Qaida would be
wiped out in Afghanistan when the fight was over.
“That (near Gardez) was the last main base.
And the last main base is on its way out,” he told
a news conference.
The United States and Afghans doubt that bin
Laden or deposed Taliban leader Mullah
Mohammad Omar are in the area.
[JR: The Daily Ummat, an Afghan paper, claims
their “sources have disclosed that the U.S. has made
an offer to the Mujahideen to negotiate and make
some deal in exchange for 18 captured U.S. soldiers.
Of the arrested U.S. soldiers, two are thought to be
senior U.S. military officials.” Could these “military
officials” be CIA?
Naturally there is no
conformation from U.S. official sources but it is
implied that this is the reason for the withdrawal of
400 U.S. troops in this area. How can this be verified
when our controlled press only works from reports
issued by the military—and even if it were true, it
will never be disclosed in our American press.
The American combat death toll is always kept
secret because if too many deaths are reported it
might turn the sheeples against this “War on
Terrorism”. There seem to be regular “accidental”
helicopter crashes to justify these bodies being
shipped home. I guess the families of the
combat dead are told their loved ones was killed
as a result of an accident and not in a firefight.
Today’s war news is totally controlled by the
military so truth will always be tainted for the
sake of national security and expediency.]

Israeli forces on Wednesday consolidated their grip
on Ramallah, Yassir Arafat’s West Bank capital, after the
biggest Israeli ground offensive in 20 years.
An overnight session of the United Nations
Security Council passed an unexpected, U.S.-drafted
resolution “affirming a vision of a region where two
states, Israel and Palestine, live side by side within
secure and recognised borders”, after Tuesday saw
Palestinians strike back with a deadly assault near
Israel’s northern border with Lebanon.
At least 41 people on both sides were killed on
Tuesday as Israel intensified its assault on targets in
the West Bank and Gaza Strip in what a military
spokesman said was a defensive campaign to protect
“the citizens, the cities and the state of Israel”.
Ahead of the arrival on Thursday of Anthony
Zinni, the U.S. Middle East envoy, Shimon Peres, the
Israeli foreign minister, told his Spanish counterpart
that Israel hoped for a ceasefire by the weekend.
Up to 150 Israeli tanks pushed into Ramallah—a
conurbation of 150,000, 15 minutes’ drive north of
Jerusalem—in the biggest Israeli military operation
since the 1982 invasion of Lebanon.
Residents said they were forced out of their homes
as gunfire echoed around the city. “They knocked the
door down at around 1:30 a.m. and ordered everyone
out,” said Michael Tarazi, a U.S.-educated lawyer who
works with the Palestinian Authority.
Journalists were told they were barred from
entering Ramallah for their own protection.
Troops swept into the al-Amari refugee camp on
the outskirts of the city, ordering all adult males

FBI FAILS TO EXPOSE AL-QAIDA NETWORKS
By Daniel McGrory, The Times—UK, 03/11/02
Thousands of FBI agents have rounded up
more than 1,300 suspects across America since
September 11, but they have failed to find a single
al-Qaida cell operating in the United States.
Tom Ridge, the Director of Homeland Security,
admitted yesterday that he suspected that there
were active cells in the U.S., but he could not
explain why none had been caught.
“I think we should assume and we should
operate under the notion that some still are in the
United States,” he said.
Security authorities in more than 60 countries
have arrested suspects linked to Osama bin Laden,
but none of the hundreds detained has yet been
found to have any links with terrorism.
Only two of the top 20 most-wanted al-Qaida
suspects are known to have been caught or killed:
Mohammed Atef, third-in-command to Osama bin
Laden, died in a rocket attack on Kabul; and Anas
al-Liby, a computer expert who lived in
Manchester and is said to have helped to compile
al-Qaida’s terrorist training manual, has been
arrested. No one in the American military or
intelligence services knows where bin Laden is.
While the British and other governments accept that
many of their young Muslims travelled to Afghanistan
for training in al-Qaida camps, the only American
accused of following that path is John Walker, “the
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American Taliban” who is facing trial in Washington.
Mr. Ridge marked the six-month anniversary of the
terrorist attacks on New York and Washington by
announcing that there would be a new national threat
alarm system based on a five-level colour code.
[JR: The Bush administration has built a war based
on fabrications and dis-information and facts that
don’t add up to the events as related to 9/11. Ridge
as Director of Homeland Security (chuckle) can’t
explain why no al-Qaida cells have been found in
the U.S. though he thinks they are still here.
Wow, are they invisible or a figment of someone’s
faulty programming? We should be angry that
they think so little of our intelligence that
they can parade someone like Ridge whose own
i n e p t n e s s r e f l e c t s the arrogance of this
administration towards us to promote their War on
Terrorism. Are they playing ring-around-the-rosy
or blind-mans-bluff with the American sheeple?]

place, for functions ranging from transportation to the
weather, and President Bush ordered a review that
will place them under a single federal framework.
Attorney General John Ashcroft will assign threat
conditions in consultation with Ridge.…
[JR: Another edict handed down by the domestic
security chief Tom Ridge whose talents are
indefinable and certainly questionable… color him
vague. Do you really think he came up with this
color-code alert system all by himself? This rainbow
alert system is just window dressing because the
government has offered no plans to provide shelters
to protect its citizens. What good are the warnings
and what purpose are they supposed to serve?
When an alert goes out it will be after the fact
and we will be on our own to do what we can for
ourselves. Federal, state and local authorities will
be busy securing public offices, utilities and
communications systems. Meanwhile the secret
Shadow Government will be well secured and
RIDGE UNVEILS TERRORISM ALERT SYSTEM
protected in their most accommodating and
comfortable underground cities. If you haven’t
MSNBC, 03/12/02
yet realized that you are dispensable and
disposable by our leaders in Washington then you
WASHINGTON (AP)—Domestic security chief are deserving of their indifference.]
Tom Ridge unveiled a color-coded terrorism
warning system on Tuesday, and said the nation
ELECTRONIC WAR IN THE AFGHAN SKIES
currently is on yellow alert, meaning it faces a
“significant” level of danger.
By Bob Arnot, MSNBC, 03/11/02
THE FIVE-LEVEL system comes partly as a
response to public complaints that broad terror alerts
OVER AFGHAN AIRSPACE—“Taliban and alissued by the government since the September terror Qaida fighters, we know where you are hiding,” said
attacks raised alarm without providing useful guidance. a voice over frequency 850. “Taliban and al-Qaida
The lowest-status warning is green, followed fighters, you are our targets.” During the most
by blue, yellow, orange and red as the perceived intense combat undertaken by American troops so far
dangers intensify.
in the Afghan war, the United States Air Force is
At the highest level, airports and subways could be conducting an electronic combat mission.
shut down and public and government buildings closed—
“WE’RE SHOOTING electrons, not bullets,” said an
responding the way the nation did on Sept. 11.
electronic warfare specialist, a Master Sergeant
Bush administration officials hope the new warning nicknamed D.J., who requested that his real name not
system will work like severe weather advisories that, for be used. While the U.S. Air Force has air superiority
example, are used to tell residents to take cover when over Afghanistan, it’s using highly specialized aircraft to
a tornado approaches their city or town.
achieve information superiority as well.
The new color-coded system, Ridge said,
This is the brave new world of information
“provides a common vocabulary so officials from warfare. The plane—called Commando Solo II and
all levels of government can communicate easily attached to the 193d Special Operations Wing of the
with one another and to the public.”
Pennsylvania National Guard—operated without fighter
Ridge’s office outlined the stages of alert and escorts from a classified forward base of operations
how government agencies should respond:
(?). Its altitude and route are also classified.
Green is a low risk of terrorist attack.
The broadcasting platform can transmit on AM, FM
Blue is a general risk, and agencies are asked to and short-wave frequencies. It’s also an airborne TV
station capable of using any of the four worldwide
review and update emergency response procedures.
Yellow is an “elevated condition”, meaning there is television standards. Until recently, these electronic
a significant risk of attack. Increased surveillance of combat missions were considered “black ops”—so
critical locations and implementing some emergency secret, the crew was forbidden tell their wives or
children about them. Commando Solo II’s mission was
response plans are called for.
Orange signifies a high risk of attack, meaning the the first electronic warfare combat flight on which
government should coordinate necessary security efforts journalists were permitted to travel.
The plane, the oldest Hercules aircraft in the Air
with armed forces or law enforcement agencies and take
Force inventory, is crammed with electronic gear,
additional precautions at public events.
Red means a “severe risk” of attack and may making it one of the heaviest C-130s still flying.
Six 1,000-watt and three 10,000-watt transmitters
require the pre-positioning of specially trained
teams, closing public and government facilities and occupy the back half of the airplane. The front
half contains dozens of electronic instruments
monitoring transportation systems.
The alert system is in force immediately for manned by an electronic warfare officer and three
federal agencies, and Ridge is urging state and electronic communications specialists.
Once over Afghan airspace, a conical device, or
local governments to adopt it, too. It will be
subject to a 45-day comment period, after which drogue, is lowered over 300 feet from the bottom of
the aircraft. D.J. pulls out a minidisk and drops it
it probably will be revised.
There are various alert systems currently in into a standard commercial minidisk player. He
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pushes a play button to begin broadcasting a greeting in
Dari and Pashto, the main languages in Afghanistan.
Then four minutes later, a broadcast is beamed
down in Arabic—targeted at al-Qaida fighters.
Then, over a speaker system in D.J.’s console,
fast-paced local music is played.
“Music has not been heard for years. It has
huge psychological impact,” said the mission
control chief, identified as Maj. John. The music
was followed by a carefully crafted statement
about the legitimacy of the Afghan government.
Other messages suggested that Taliban fighters
surrender because Mullah Mohammed Omar, the
Taliban’s supreme leader, and Osama bin Laden
have themselves fled the battle. The goal is to
destroy the enemy’s willingness to fight, Maj.
John said. The message is heard on the ground
throughout much of Afghanistan.
U.S. Army detachment commander Capt. Mark
Mauri was with the 4th Psychological Operations group
onboard the plane. Mauri, a special forces veteran, said,
“We don’t do actual propaganda, we use the truth.”
Psychological Operations, known as PsyOps,
use country studies, intelligence reports, the
current situation on the battlefield and knowledge
of the local population to shape their message.
The broadcasts are targeted to “hit the heartstrings”
of fighters who have family and loved ones back home,
Mauri said. One radio script begins: “Attention soldiers
of the Taliban! You do not have to risk your lives.”
Hard-core al-Qaida and Taliban fighters also hear:
“Osama bin Laden has abandoned you… because he has
no concern for your life… his life is more important
than yours… he does not care if you die… he
hides in safety waiting for your death. You are
dying only for a man who has abandoned you.”
Do these messages work? Military officials point to
the 1991 Gulf War, when an estimated 90,000 Iraqis, in
interviews conducted by U.S. military intelligence, said
they surrendered as a direct result of PsyOps messages.
The same officials say scores of Taliban now
held at a U.S. detention facility in Guantanimo Bay in
Cuba say they surrendered after hearing PsyOps
transmissions. Broadcasts are supplemented by
leaflets dropped on the enemy by military planes.
Special operations officials said their information
warfare enhances the effectiveness of U.S. and coalition
forces on the ground. They call it a “force multiplier”.
“If we get a thousand Taliban on the ground to
surrender, that’s 1,000 fewer Taliban that American
forces will have to fight,” said Mauri.
After an 8-hour tour of duty, the Commando
Solo II returned to its classified base as
preparations are made for the next day’s flight.
[JR: Big Brother with his big eye, ear and now voice
in the sky is fighting the war in Afghanistan.
It’s a technological war that is being tested there
using HAARP technology, ELF, EMF frequency
waves for brain stimulation to modify behavior,
thinking and actions (see CONTACT 6/3/97, pages 12-14).
PsyOps was a program developed by MK-Ultra,
developed here by the NSA in the 1950s. It is a
now a highly refined system and will eventually
do away with ground troops. If you can
manipulate armies to cause them to surrender, you
can control populations and have them become
compliant to authority. You can bet we are the
next targets for the world rulers to take control of.
This technology is no longer science fiction and
will be our reality unless we change it.]
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INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIBUNAL
TO BE LAUNCHED THIS YEAR
By Mike Wendling, CNSNews.com—London, 03/08/02
London—The world’s first permanent international
criminal tribunal will almost certainly be created by the
end of the year, campaigners said Friday, and U.S.
citizens will be subject to the court even though it
has received strong condemnation from Republican
leaders in the Senate and President Bush.
The International Criminal Court (ICC) will become
operational when 60 countries ratify the Rome Statute
that set down the guidelines for the tribunal. This week,
Mauritius, Macedonia and Cyprus ratified the treaty,
becoming the 53rd, 54th and 55th countries to do so.
Europe has led the push for the ICC, with nearly
every EU country ratifying the Rome treaty.
After the requisite 60 countries sign the treaty,
the Rome Statute will officially come into force
two to three months later.
William Pace, head of the New York-based
Coalition for the International Criminal Court,
predicted that this could happen as early as July.
He noted, however, that it would take longer than
that before the court becomes fully operational.
“It will take many more months before the elections
of the prosecutor and judges are finalized and the court
can begin considering cases,” Pace said.
The court will be headquartered in The Hague,
Netherlands, where the temporary International Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia is currently sitting.
CNSNews.com reported last September that the
ICC will spend $15.7 million in its first year, even
if no defendants are charged and no trials are
held. If the court does begin work on a case, its
first-year expenditures will top $30 million,
according to United Nations figures.…
U.S. citizens will be subject to the ICC due to
President Clinton’s signing of the Rome Statute in
December 2000. Countries that do not ratify the treaty,
however, will not be obligated to financially support the
court. Non-ratifying countries will also not be able to
nominate candidates for ICC judicial posts.
In testimony before the House International Relations
Committee last week, U.S. at-large ambassador for war
crimes Pierre-Richard Prosper said the ICC “lacks the
essential safeguard to avoid a politicization of justice.”
Prosper made it clear that the Bush administration
prefers the strengthening of national justice systems to an
international court, and objects to the ICC’s jurisdiction
over countries that have not ratified the Rome Statute.
“It does not and should not have jurisdiction
over a non-party state,” he said.
Citizens of countries that have not signed the Rome
Statute can also be tried before the court, but only if the
alleged crimes occurred in a country that is a party to
the treaty or if the UN Security Council refers the case
to the ICC. Countries that have refused to sign the
treaty include Libya, Iraq and China.
The court will try cases of genocide, war crimes
and crimes against humanity when national courts are
unable or unwilling to act. The prosecution of such
crimes is currently the responsibility of ad hoc tribunals
such as the courts used to try alleged war criminals
from the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda.
[JR: The UN now has control of world armies, courts,
environmental and land issues and will soon establish
a taxing authority—that should wake up a lot of
people. It’s a done deal unless the issue of

sovereignty in the U.S. becomes the prime objective
in Washington. If we allow ourselves to let our guard
down on this issue it doesn’t matter how many
countries we occupy… it is who will occupy this
country. Remember the past—Rome once was!]
UK, UN MOVING TOWARD
LEGITIMIZING MERCENARIES
By Anthony C. LoBaido, WorldNetDaily.com, 03/07/02
KATHMANDU, Nepal—Despite previous opposition
to the establishment and use of private armies, the
United Kingdom and United Nations are beginning to
warm to the idea of using paid mercenaries to carry
out security roles around the world.
Like many former British colonies, Nepal is home to
elite mercenaries: the Gurkhas. These soldiers perform
important security functions out of the public eye.
For example, the Gurkhas guard the Sultan of
Brunei, the world’s richest oilman. French Legionnaires
stationed in Djibouti are only a stone’s throw away from
the Suez Canal. Sandline, another mercenary
organization, tried to re-open one of the world’s largest
copper mines in Papua New Guinea, while the
mercenary organization “Executive Outcomes” has
waged war in Angola and Sierra Leone.
Executive Outcomes now is reorganizing itself
and considering a military contract to help the Islamic
government in Khartoum wage war on the Christian
civilians in the south of that nation.
During the 1990s, the United Nations, British
government and Clinton administration officially
frowned on mercenaries, soldiers serving for pay
in foreign armies or at the behest of private firms.
The UN passed formal legislation outlawing groups
like Executive Outcomes.
On Feb. 13, however, the much-anticipated
Labour government’s Foreign Office Green Paper
on mercenaries stated that soldiers for hire may
have a role to play in “securing peace.”
In former British colonies like Sierra Leone,
Executive Outcomes brought order, if only
temporarily. EO went into Sierra Leone on behalf
of the diamond and gem interests held by
powerful, private British-owned business interests.
Often, EO and Sandline (who share an office in
London) work hand in hand with the British
government and its corporate elites. These mercenary
groups are often given a cut in the form of cash
payments or mining rights in exchange for training
government forces to vanquish rebel groups holding
lands that house mineral and/or oil wealth.
The British government’s Green Paper said that the
mercenary armies had a far better human-rights record
than UN peacekeepers. UN forces have been
documented as having spread AIDS in Cambodia by
having unprotected sex with prostitutes, engaged in
pedophilia in Africa and roasted a black man over a fire
while serving in Somalia. The Canadian unit implicated
in the latter action was disbanded by Ottawa.
Former U.S. Marine Steven Weintraub, who served
with UN forces in Somalia, told WorldNetDaily, “I
was more afraid of the Pakistani troops on ‘our
side’ than I was of the Somali enemies.”
The Green Paper also said that the mercenary
armies, which it called “reputable private firms”,
may be able to “do a better job” and “be more
cost effective” than the UN forces.
Quoting the Green Paper, “It is at least possible that if the
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tasks of UNAMSIL (United Nations Mission to Sierra Leone)
were put out to tender, private companies would be able
to do the job more cheaply and more effectively.
There may be a case for examining this option.”
The UN has already started using mercenary
companies in ancillary roles providing equipment and
“security” in various UN operations around the world.
The peacekeeping mission in Sierra Leone
costs $600 million per year.
UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan recently
stated that he considered sending in mercenaries to
“separate fighters” from Rwandan refugees in the
Great Lakes region of Africa.
[JR: The world is now an armed camp divided by the
armies made up of nations, the UN, NATO and the
newly formed EU army. The UN’s sanction for the
use of mercenaries as a private army of businesses
is not a new idea and one that goes back to the
Medici and Borgias who ruled Italy through
private armies to safeguard their powers. The
UN is not about peace! The UN’s primary
objective is to maintain control through the use
of armed forces and subversion worldwide. Wake
up, sheeples, if you are not in the circle of those
who holds a privileged position of power you will
end up in the middle of the bulls-eye surrounded
by armies and guns. Nothing of force is lasting
and peace is the balance. That can only come
through the will of the people of conscience.]
ENVISIONING SECURITY
IN TRAVELER’S SMART CARD
By David Armstrong, San Francisco Chronicle, 03/05/02
Picture this: You’re at the airport and there is,
of course, a long line at the security checkpoint.
You pull out your new Trusted Traveler smart
card, a small plastic card embedded with personal
data and biometrics.
The machine verifies your identity and
confirms that you are not a security risk. Thus
cleared for takeoff, you speed through the shorter
line reserved for fliers with smart cards and shave
an hour, even more, off the time it would
otherwise take you to pass through security.
Right now, the card is just an idea, albeit one
that is beginning to attract attention and support
from both the private and public sectors.
Business and leisure travel groups, corporate
executives and politicians are promoting the card,
which would be issued to travelers who apply for
a card and qualify to receive it.
“This would be a voluntary traveler’s ID card,
not a compulsory national identity card,” said
David S. Stempler, head of the Air Travelers
Association, a consumer group actively promoting
adoption of a traveler’s card.
Such a card, dubbed the Trusted Traveler card by
proponents, would provide extensive personal data about
the cardholder embedded in a microchip and encrypted
to guard against counterfeiting or theft, Stempler said.
Done right, it would enhance airport and airline
security, and cut down the hassle factor now
confronting fliers at the nation’s airports.
At least two companies, Maximus Inc. of Rockville,
Md., and EDS of Plano, Texas, are developing prototype
smart cards on their own for a market that could
potentially encompass millions of travelers. Business
travelers, who fly more often than most vacationers,
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would probably be the most consistent users of the
cards, according to business travel experts.
But that could be some time off. Many questions
about a traveler’s smart card remain unanswered.
Among them: Who will issue the card, a government
entity such as the Department of Transportation, an
airline or group of airlines, or an airport or group of
airports? Would the card be free or would there be
a one-time or annual fee for it? Who would
manufacture it? What technology would it use?
When could it be ready for broad public use?
“At this point, we don’t know the answers,”
Stempler said. “But we see the need. There’s no
particular vendor we favor. We want one
standard; any vendor could bid on it.”
Federal authorization to create a traveler’s smart
card already exists. The Aviation and Transportation
Security Act, passed by Congress last November,
authorized the Department of Transportation to come
up with a card. So far, DOT has not acted, but
support for a card seems to be building.…
“This effort needs to be piloted somewhere to
get some real-world experience,” said Rachel
Rowland, a spokeswoman for Maximus, which is
developing what the company calls a FlySecure card.
The card makes use of embedded biometric data,
including fingerprints, and could incorporate iris
scanning technology and face recognition.…
“Getting a card would be almost like passing an FBI
security clearance,” Stempler explained. “You would tell
where you lived, where you went to school and your
travel history, and agree to have that information vetted.
It would go back a fair amount of time, 10 or 15 years,
to protect against sleeper agents. The applicant would
also authorize one or two forms of biometrics, like
fingerprints and face recognition.”
The DOT has yet to approve such a program due
mainly to worries about invasions of privacy, and the
newly created Transportation Security Administration’s
director, John Magaw, who was unavailable for
comment, is said to be ambivalent about a card.…
[JR: A national ID card was proposed last October
shortly after 9/11 by Larry Ellison of Oracle with the
enthusiastic support of liberal luminaries like Sen.
Feinstein, Dershowitz (Harvard Law) and Attorney
Gen. Ashcroft. The traveler ID would be the Trojan
Horse to covertly bring about a national ID system.
Right now an ID card may be acceptable by the
airlines and frustrated passengers due to the
deliberate delays and searches at the airports. If
you value your privacy and freedom and you don’t
have a traveler ID, you will be most certainly be
subject to thorough searches and screening and long
interrogations. This ID travel card could be
extended to include all travel, even on interstates
and to enter certain cities like N.Y., D.C. and LA.
Whether or not the DOT or the airlines approve
this program, Big Brother will be at the other
end of the ID traveler data base system.]
SPECIAL ED LAW ENCOURAGES
‘PSYCHIATRIC DRUGGING’ OF KIDS, SAY CRITICS
By Christine Hall, CNSNews.com, 03/04/02
With Congress scheduled to debate a controversial
special education law this year, a California group
and a handful of celebrity activists are pointing to
what they see as the law’s incentives for the
“psychiatric drugging of children”.

“Why are we pouring billions of dollars in here
to label kids as mental disordered simply because
they may not have been taught to read?” asks
Marla Filidei, vice president of the Los Angelesbased Citizens Commission on Human Rights, a
group affiliated with the Church of Scientology.
Filidei counts actresses Anne Archer, Priscilla
Presley and Kirsty Alley as allies in the fight
against giving children mood or personality-altering
prescription drugs like Prozac and Ritalin.
Because of federal incentives, school systems are
diagnosing kids with “subjective” disabilities that have no
relation to any identifiable physical disability or
impediment, Filidei said. In return, she added, school
systems get more federal tax dollars for every kid they
add to special education programs.
While students with severe disabilities are expensive
to educate, Filidei suggested, many students who are
falsely diagnosed with mental disorders represent a
potential financial gain to a school system.
Others take issue with Filidei’s claims. The Citizens
Commission on Human Rights “have been generally
opposed to psychiatry for some time” because of their
Scientology roots, according to Dr. David Fassler, M.D.,
of the University of Vermont. “There’s a long history.”
When it comes to diagnosing mental illness and
disorders in kids, “I actually see the opposite problem, that
the majority of kids who have problems are not being
diagnosed and getting the help they need,” said Fassler.
“I don’t think that there are incentives in the legislation,
and I don’t see schools over-diagnosing kids.”
“Medication can be very helpful and even life-saving
for some children,” he added. “But in my opinion,
medication alone is rarely an appropriate treatment for
these kinds of child psychiatric disorders.”
Bruce Hunter, a lobbyist for the American
Association of School Administrators, disputes the
notion that special education students provide a school
system with the opportunity of financial gain. Rather,
said Hunter, it’s a money-losing proposition because
federal law requires the school system to pay for
medical diagnoses that, alone, cost more per pupil than
the check from the federal government.
However, said Hunter, “there are school systems
where kids are being over-medicated. As an association,
we’ve been concerned about that for years.”
Like Filidei, Hunter hopes the federal education law
will be modified this year to give school systems more
flexibility in how to administer special education
programs and make procedures “less adversarial”
between the school system and the parent.
Over the past few years, there have been some wellpublicized instances of parents experiencing pressure and
even legal action from school systems and child protective
services to put a child on certain prescription drugs.…
The federal law that Filidei identifies as a major part
of the problem is the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA). Since its inception in 1975,
Congress has expanded the scope of the IDEA to include
a broader range of disabilities, including more recent
conditions like attention deficit disorder (ADD). The law
requires schools to provide special education services for
disabled students and sends $50 billion per year in federal
tax dollars to help cover the extra cost.
According to Filidei, of the 5-million plus kids who
are now covered under IDEA, 3.2 million have what
Filidei calls “subjective learning disorders”.
“If no one can prove any physical abnormality
within these children, you give them ‘mathematics
disorder’, ‘learning disorder’, ‘nonspecific learning
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disorder’,” Filidei said. “Two-point-eight million children
are categorized under nonspecific learning disorder.”
Dealing with IDEA mandates has also become a
problem for school administrators and school budgets.
President Bush has appointed a commission to
discuss possible changes to the IDEA. The commission
is scheduled to release its recommendations by July 1.…
BLIND TO THE WORLD’S DANGERS
By Philip Stephens, Financial Times, 03/07/02
Six months have passed since the kaleidoscope
turned. We can make out some of the new shapes but
not yet a symmetrical pattern. Even as American troops
fight what seems to be the decisive battle against the
forces of the Taliban and al-Qaida in Afghanistan, the big
question is unanswered. Did the terrible destruction on
September 11 mark the beginning or the end?
At first glance the U.S. has emerged from tragedy
more powerful than it has ever been. Its vast military
supremacy combines now with a renewed readiness to
fight wars, to take risks with American lives. We can
recognise, too, the appalling complacency that infected
the first post-Cold-War decade. How could the West
emerge from its triumph over communism only to ignore
the deadly threats of chaos and terrorism? How was it
possible for al-Qaida to build its vast global network
without anyone really noticing? Did anyone know
what was happening in Afghanistan? Or care?
Well, all that has changed. Yemen, Somalia,
Sudan, failed or failing states about which we knew
little and cared less, are now at the top of the news
bulletins. Terrorists in a dozen other places we can
barely place on the map suddenly matter.
We can tick off, too, some of the big shifts in the
geo-strategic balance. Vladimir Putin has seized the
chance to bring Russia into a partnership with the West.
China was a potential adversary for the first nine months
of George W. Bush’s presidency. Now Colin Powell,
U.S. secretary of state, talks of a “candid, co-operative
and constructive” relationship with Beijing. Pakistan has
travelled still further and faster. From sponsor of the
Taliban, it is now America’s friend in the war against
terrorism. India too is courted by Washington.
The long-present danger of war between these two
nuclear powers is now worth worrying about.
The response in Europe has been more complex.
The continent has not abandoned its initial, heartfelt
solidarity with the U.S. The numbers may be small
but there is more than symbolism in the fact that
French and German as well as British forces are
fighting alongside Americans in eastern Afghanistan.
But some of the old suspicions have crept back into
the relationship. Tony Blair’s support for Mr.Bush
seems unqualified. But elsewhere in Europe the talk,
sometimes loud, sometimes whispered, is of a dangerous
U.S. unilateralism. Gentle rebukes lobbed to and fro
across the Atlantic during the past few weeks remind us
that geography and history have created different
mindsets. With its mainland violated for the first time
in the history of the Republic, the U.S. instinct is to
confront its enemies everywhere on the battlefield. The
Europeans have grown used to wars fought on their
continent and to the permanent insecurity of their
geography. Their reflexes tell them to deploy diplomacy
alongside troops, try to cajole and contain.
The transatlantic alliance has changed. On
September 12 NATO invoked Article V of its
constitution. The triggering of this collective defence
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clause was meant to reassert NATO’s strength.
Instead it showed how the organisation has lost
forever its Cold War status as the alliance. The
gesture was appreciated in Washington. But it was
seen as just that: a gesture. Thanks, said the Pentagon:
don’t call us, we may call you. The U.S. does not
intend to fight any more wars from NATO’s military
command centre at Shape in Belgium. Henceforth,
Washington wants exclusive control of its military.
NATO will survive—to preserve the form of
the transatlantic security guarantee and to extend
it to the new democracies of Eastern Europe. Its
military expertise may also endure, though not to
fight wars against a common enemy. Instead, as
one European official has predicted, it may emerge
as a military contractor for “coalitions of the
willing”. NATO peacekeeping in the Balkans may
well be extended to command of the international
stabilisation force in Afghanistan.
Many of the pieces in the kaleidoscope,
though, are still out of place. There are important
fragments missing, others yet to be arranged. We
do not know whether the strategic shifts we have
seen so far are temporary or permanent.
Take the Russian and Chinese responses to
September 11. Their support for the U.S. could well be
viewed as opportunism. But it might just signal
something else—the small beginnings of a new trade
union of nation states, united against a common enemy,
each aware it will lose from the dangerous instability
that flows from al-Qaida-style terrorism.
American power must be measured against
American vulnerability. It is easy, of course, to be
mesmerised by all the high-technology wizardry, by
the warplanes and aircraft carriers, the intelligent
missiles and the smart bombs. The international
coalition, this tells us, is there for show. The
Pentagon would much prefer to fight the war alone.
The Australian and Danish special forces in
Afghanistan, the Czechs in Kuwait and the Japanese
destroyers in the Indian Ocean speak, though, to a
coincident understanding in Washington that this is a
unique war. The defeat of terrorism will be a lengthy,
complex endeavour. The U.S. will need those allies.
Thus Mr.Bush disavows the idea of nation-building
and then commits himself to just that by
promising to build a unified Afghan army.
So we see the administration wrestling with the tension
between a unilateralist impulse and a multilateral imperative.
The rhetoric talks of an axis of evil, of war against Iraq
and, maybe, against Iran and North Korea. But so far
America’s actions point to a realisation that, like the
empires of old, it has a thousand porous frontiers.
The big lacuna, though, is a clear appreciation of
how the Israeli-Palestinian conflict supplies the essential
oxygen for America’s enemies. U.S. security depends
on peace between Arabs and Israelis.
The
administration’s decision to stand by as the government
of Ariel Sharon wages a futile military campaign against
the Palestinians is utterly inexplicable to its allies.
True as it is, it is of no help to say that Yassir
Arafat must share the blame for the present crisis.
The clear and present danger for America lies in the
Middle East. It is here in the refugee camps that alQaida finds willing recruits; here that the copied
videos of the awful destruction of the twin towers are
shown and shown again to prove that America can be
beaten; here that nuclear proliferation poses a
measurably terrible threat to U.S. security. And here
where the kaleidoscope could well turn again.
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GLOBAL ALLIANCE INVESTMENT ASSOCIATION
PUBLIC NOTICE
March 4, 2002
This notice will be construed as a continuation of compliance with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule
301, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and attending State rules). All interested parties have failed to rebut any given
allegation or matter of law addressed herein. The position will be construed as adequate to requirements of judicial
notice, thus preserving fundamental law. A true and correct copy of this Public Notice is on file with and available for
inspection at the newspaper CONTACT which is responsible for publishing the instrument as a legal notice.
This document is to notify interested parties to Global Alliance Investment Association (GAIA) of intent to immediately render
assistance to the Philippine PEOPLE adequate funds through GAIA for stabilizing the financial institutions and businesses that
they might recover from circumstantial losses through international political interference and intervention.
This notice is being run as a courtesy and public notice of intent to use said assets, first formally recognized January 19, in
the Year of the Lord, 2001. At that time the GAIA assets had been duly validated and presented, and notice accepted by the
international parties who OWE the DEBT thereof. That Public Notice was the subject of objection and for more than one year
GAIA has entertained and responded to the objections of Vina Katherine Durham, who has not only failed to bring the matter
to competent court, but has also been forced to disclose documents that irrefutably prove she is neither the wife of Russell Herman,
the former custodian of the Peruvian Gold Certificate Bearer Bond called (by George Bush, Sr.) the SuperFund, nor the holder of any
interest in Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd., a Nevada corporation established in 1985 to “own” and shelter the asset for God’s
greater purpose. Her documents have so exposed her forgeries that nothing she might proffer could change anything.
GAIA is an “alliance association”, ready, willing and able to serve the global community. GAIA holds rights to
claim IMMEDIATE use of funds from this debt unpaid to date against interest accrued and based on hard commodity:
gold bullion, coin, or any physical derivative thereof.
GAIA continues to stand, further, ready, willing and able, to make concessions and offer “time” allowance to acquire collateral and
will seek all avenues available to establish the gathering in of said hard assets so as not to extend the pain and misery of the people.
We have offered to support the nation of the Philippines and, furthermore, to not interfere with such institutions
as the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank operations, or the Federal Reserve or U.S. Treasury. We make
this offer at the request of the former holder of these assets as documented and valid, as his last bequest. This very
offering can be recognized as an international resource with credit to the United States of America as now making
some restitution to those damaged through untoward activities prior to now.
There is a continuing commitment on the part of GAIA to maintain and respect all agreements. However, since
the government of the U.S.A. has violated its agreement with GAIA and overtly interfered with the acceptance of the
GAIA DEEDS OF ASSIGNMENT FOR CONSIDERATION, using its IMF to influence central banks, there will be
assumed no further objection to negotiate use for domestic U.S.A. through the various states and other jurisdictions
thereof. The U.S.A. might find it useful to mitigate the anticipated effect of this action by immediately removing,
through the IMF, all impediments to the use of GAIA’s DEEDs in all jurisdictions.
As of publication of this Public Notice, no NATION need have further reservations regarding the use of the GAIA DEEDs.
IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED that a copy of the stamped document returned by the Recorder of Clark County, Nevada
will be included as a part of each information package provided to DEEDholders.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have executed and sealed this authorization as of the date hereof.
For the Corporation, dated at Makati, Manila, the Philippines, this 4th day of March 2002.

_________________________
E.J. Ekker, President & Director

________________________________________
Ronald Kirzinger, Executive Vice President, Witness

_____________________________
Doris J. Ekker, Secretary & Director
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